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5. Research Center for Charged Particle Therapy

Hirohiko Tsujii, M.D.Supervisory Director
Overview:The Research Center for Charged Particle Therapy was established in 1993 when the NIRS completed construction of the HIMAC (Heavy Ion Medical Accelerator in Chiba), and in 1994 started carbon ion therapy. Since then it has been carrying out medical practice and related research using heavy ion beams generated from the HIMAC, as well as medical research on advanced diagnostic imaging techniques such as PET, MRI and CT. After clinical trials of carbon ion therapy had been carried out for various types of malignant tumors, the Center was successful in obtaining approval from the Ministry of Health, Welfare and Labor for “Highly Advanced Medical Technology” in October 2003. Thereafter, we have been offering the state-of-the-art therapy called “Charged Particle Therapy for Solid Tumors” for specific tumors in which carbon ion therapy had shown satisfactory results in terms of its safety and clinical effectiveness. Thus carbon ion therapy has achieved for itself a solid place in general practice by accumulating clinical experiences over a decade. In fiscal year 2005, a number of committee meetings were held to evaluate the eligibility of each patient to be treated with carbon ion therapy and to scientifically and ethically review the treatment results. Multi-user utilization of the HIMAC has been successfully implemented for medical, biological and physics research. The big events of this year were the 2nd International Advisory Committee held in April 2005 and NIRS-MedAustron Joint Symposium held at Innsbruck University in February 2006. 
 

Progress of Research:1) Medical Practice and Research on Carbon Ion TherapyThe Center includes a hospital which has specialized in radiation therapy and imaging diagnosis. Radiation therapy includes carbon ion radiotherapy with HIMAC, conventional photon therapy with a linear accelerator and brachytherapy with the remote after-loading system (RALS). The hospital is equipped with state-of-the-art diagnostic imaging equipments including CT, MRI, PET-CT, US and endoscopies on a scale and level well above those of a general hospital. The center hospital has also been designated as Japan’s Third Medical Facility functioning as a core medical place to provide emergency services for accidental radiation exposures primarily in the eastern part of Japan. Have been actively engaged in establishing and maintaining a service outfit in readiness for radiation exposure accidents, jointly with the Research Center for Radiation Emergency Medicine. To fulfill the above role, the hospital has both outpatient and inpatient wards as well as a full complement of pharmacies and clinical laboratories to well above normal standards. An extensive amount of medical information has been obtained from the clinical trials on carbon ion radiotherapy and also from long-range photon therapy including diagnostic images and medical records. In an effort to achieve higher levels of sophistication, the clinical data have been systematically classified and standardized to establish data access methods based on a unified system of data management. This year, extensive medical records and diagnostic images were stored in the data-servers, and we put into practice a PACS 
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including a filmless Radiology System, which enabled images and data to be delivered to medical users anywhere they have access to a high speed broadband internet connection. This system benefited the hospital in several ways. ①It improved patient care by allowing participating physicians and nurses access to the patient's current and prior imaging studies and associated clinical information as soon as the patient's exam is completed. ②The process for exam report turnaround was improved, helping physicians to treat their patients expeditiously. ③Since the system allowed the use of computer imaging, the cost of the use of film, chemicals, and processor equipments was minimized. ④The system improved workflow for the radiology staff and enhanced productivity.
2) Clinical Results of Carbon Ion TherapyAs of February 2006, the number of patients registered was in excess of 2,600. Experiences to date indicate that carbon beam therapy is advantageous, ①by histology, to adenocarcinoma, adenoid cystic carcinoma and sarcoma (malignant melanoma and bone/soft-tissue sarcoma); ②by tumor origin, to skull base, head and neck, lung, liver, prostate, bone/soft tissue, uterine cervix, and rectum (pelvic recurrence); ③by location, to tumors located in the vicinity of critical organs such as the eye, spinal chord and bowels. Tumors that infiltrate or originate in the digestive tract, however, appeared difficult to control with carbon ions alone. The patient load continues to rise year after year, due not only to the way in which the irradiation techniques have been established but also as a result of the significant reduction in the number of fractions per patient. There is a rationale to justify the use of short-course RT due to the superior dose localization and the unique biological property of carbon ions. This has been proved in treatment of early stage lung cancer and hepatoma, where the fraction number has been successfully reduced to 1 or 2 fractions in 1 or 2 days. Even in prostate cancer and bone/soft tissue tumor, treatment has been performed using 16 to 20 fractions in 4 to 5 weeks with acceptable morbidity, roughly half the number of fractions required in the case of other conventional radiotherapy. This offers the potential of  the facility to be operated more efficiently, allowing treatment for a larger number of patients than is possible with other modalities over the same period of time. Currently, the number of irradiation sessions per patient averages 13 fractions over three weeks in carbon ion therapy.Papers have been published on original study on lung cancer, liver cancer, head and neck cancer, 

uterine cancer, prostate cancer and bone/soft tissue tumor. In addition, there have also been growing numbers of invitations for special lectures as well as interviews by the media. 
3) Development of a Compact Accelerator The Department of Accelerator Physics and Engineering is in charge of regular operations, maintenance, and management of the HIMAC, which has been used for carbon ion therapy in the daytime and for biological and physics research at night. Research has been focused on the basic principle and technology of heavy ion accelerators and on the development of methodologies and devices for cancer therapy. During this fiscal year, major activities have been concentrated on R&D of a compact carbon therapy accelerator.The injector system of the compact accelerator consists of a 10GHz permanent magnet ECR source, RFQ linac, and IH type drift tube linac. Operation frequencies of both linacs were chosen at the same value of 200 MHz. The APF (Alternating Phase Focusing) structure was adopted for both transverse and longitudinal focusing in the IH linac. The APF-IH linac structure has long been studied theoretically and experimentally because of its high energy efficiency and easiness in operation. This type of linac, however, has never been put to practical use since time-consuming model studies are required to fix the cavity geometry. The beam tests of the RFQ and APF-IH linacs were carried out using the 10 GHz permanent magnet ECR source, and they successfully accelerated C4+ with the intensity of more than 350 μA up to 4.0 MeV/u. A cobalt based amorphous core was found to have high permeability approximately twice that of a typical magnetic alloy, FINEMET, core. We have developed this type of amorphous core to be used in the RF cavity for a synchrotron. Due to its excellent RF characteristics of high shunt impedance and low quality factor, a cobalt-based amorphous-core loaded RF cavity covers a wide frequency range without any tuning elements to keep its high-energy efficiency. The RF cavity was installed in the HIMAC synchrotron, and the beam test was successfully carried out. The beam delivery system of this compact machine should be designed to permit a residual range of 250 mm with a carbon energy of 400 MeV/u and an irradiation-field diameter of 220 mm at maximum with a port length of 5.5 m. For this purpose, a spiral-wobbler method has been proposed. It was experimentally verified that this method could deliver the desired uniform irradiation field in the lateral direction.
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4) Physical and Biological Aspects of Heavy Charged ParticlesThe Department of Medical Physics is researching physical aspects of carbon ion therapy and developing PET next generation scanners. In addition, the department has a responsibility to support clinical trials on heavy ion therapy including quality assurance and control (QA/QC) services, treatment planning, and fabrication of treatment devices such as patient collimators and compensators. Dose profile in depth and calibration of the dose monitor in the beam port for different energies are measured and checked every day by medical physicists. The control system for irradiation devices and patient positioning is maintained to keep stable treatment operation after being improved to achieve irradiation with the highest possible precision. The final parameter set for treatment planning of each patient is approved by medical physicists. This work has been done in collaboration with the Hospital and the Department of Accelerator Physics and Engineering. One of the topics this year was the application of two port treatment for eye melanoma. We started using orthogonal two-field irradiation to decrease damages of normal tissue in and around the eye-ball. The target of eye melanoma is very small and close to a critical organ, therefore it is necessary to keep high precision within less than 0.5mm in all processes during the treatment procedures. Procedures have used detachable dedicated nozzles for eye irradiation, patient positioning with a high-resolution x-ray image using the flat-panel detector, and an improved treatment planning system based on commercially available planning software. These techniques and experiences can be extended to other are  as of treatment with HIMAC.A novel PET scanner which has high spatial resolution and high sensitivity by discriminating multi-layer depth-of-interaction (DOI) information was developed, and improved to allow application to clinical examinations. This research project includes not only detectors but also the software to acquire a large data set at highspeed and to reconstruct three-dimensional images.         The Heavy-ion Radiobiology Research Group has done studies to evaluate the optimum fractionation regimen for carbon ion therapy and to develop methods for identifying the types of tumors suited to carbon ion radiotherapy. In the study on cultured human malignant melanomas, carbon ions suppressed a wider range of genes than x-rays. Effectiveness of carbon ions in gene expression was homogenous between different cell lines. It was found that 

rejoining of DNA double strand breaks played an important role in the oxygen effect of x-rays and carbon ions.  In an animal study on the brain, correlation was found between the memory disturbance and the degree of blood vessel density in hippocampus after carbon ion irradiation. A good correlation was found between the early incorporation of radio-labeled thymidine and the late response in animal tumors after carbon ion irradiation. Repair kinetics of mouse skin damage during fractionated irradiation with high-LET carbon ions was found to be different from that with photons.  The group has also engaged in an inter-facility comparative study between NIRS and GSI by investigating biological effects of carbon ions. 
5) Medical Exposure Assessment To evaluate collective doses and risks on diagnostic exposures in Japan, dose estimations using methods of measurements, calculations and nationwide surveys have been performed for the data of frequencies and effective doses. In this fiscal year, doses of patients on MDCT (Multi-Detector CT) examinations were measured by dosimeters and phantoms, and CTDIs (CT Dose Index) were estimated by both measurements and Monte-Carlo calculations. Doses of patients and operators during IVR (Interventional Radiology) were also measured as one example of high dose exposure examinations.
6) Medical Imaging ResearchMedical imaging research has been directed to the promotion of cancer radiotherapy and biological function imaging with respect to oncology and neurosciences. This year, a preparatory study was mades aiming at next year’s competitive MEXT grant-in-aid in the field of molecular imaging for visualizing biological functions in vivo.As in previous years, a wide variety of PET radiopharmaceuticals were developed and routinely produced for clinical application. A new method was developed for remote-control production of 62Zn by irradiating 62Cu with protons from the NIRS isochronous cyclotron. The production of 62Cu/62Zn generator was established. 62Cu-ATSM, known as a hypoxic PET imaging agent, was synthesized with 62Cu eluted from the generator, approved for clinical application by IRB in NIRS and its use for volunteer studies with PET was started. Multi-center collaboration will start next year, using 62Cu-ATSM from the 62Cu/62Zn generator supplied by NIRS. The old facilities in the Cyclotron Building, especially the 2nd hot laboratory were renovated to produce safe radiopharmaceuticals under clean circumstances. 
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The Medical Imaging Building was also renovated. An original new type of clean bench was designed and installed in the 2nd hot laboratory to perform various types of procedures, such as dispensing, pH measurement, radioactivity measurement, radiochemical purity measurement with HPLC and so on, more effectively.  Various kinds of molecular probes have also been developed for the purpose of imaging malignant tumor, Aβ related to Alzheimer’s diseases and so on. In research activities related to diagnostic machines, the major parts of a 4-D X-ray CT machine and a next-generation PET system were successfully developed.Regarding research on MRI (Magnetic Resonance Imaging), the achievements include developing dynamic MRI to demonstrate changes in the pharmacokinetics of Gd-DTPA in experimental tumors after charged particle irradiation, 3-D T1 imaging for quantitative evaluation of articular cartilage degeneration, MRS (magnetic resonance spectroscopy) for diagnosis of temporal lobe epilepsy, and proton MRI for detecting a small degree of non-uniformity in dialysate flow in a hollow-fiber dialyzer. 7) Brain Imaging ProjectThe research has been focused on mental disorders and functional brain imaging using PET and MRI. In pharmacotherapeutic research on schizophrenia, we measured extrastriatal dopamine D2 receptor occupancy of two conventional benzamide antipsychotics, Sulpiride and Sultopride, using PET to investigate the rationale of their clinical dose. Although the clinical potency of both benzamides was considered to be equivalent, Sultopride required about 50 times lower dose than Sulpiride to obtain similar receptor occupancy. The registered clinical doses of Sultopride were found to be about 10 times higher than the calculated optimal doses. The present results suggest that a much lower dose of Sultopride would be sufficient to treat psychotic symptoms. Appropriate dosage setting of conventional antipsychotics based on dopamine D2 receptor occupancy would be helpful for rational antipsychotic therapy. In the study of the neurophysiology of schizophrenia, the abnormal inter-regional connectivity has been reported. We focused on the connectivity of regional dopamine D2 receptor binding and applied a structural equation method to evaluate the connectivity in schizophrenic patients. The results indicated that a systems-level change that could be reflected in the connectivity of D2 receptor binding was present in schizophrenia.In the trials to develop new ligands for PET research, we have evaluated a new agonistic 

radioligand for dopamine D2 receptors and [18F]SPA-RQ, an antagonisitic radioligand for central substance P receptors.
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5.1. Heavy Ion Clinical Trials

Outline of Research Career:Dr. Kamada received a Ph.D. from Hokkaido University in 1996 for his study on radiotherapy of bile duct cancer. He has had 25 years of experience in clinical reseach on radiation oncology, including 10 years experience in carbon ion radiotherapy at NIRS. Since 2003, he has been project leader of the Heavy Ion Clinical Trial. 
Contact Point: t_kamada@nirs.go.jp

Tadashi Kamada, M.D, Ph.D.Head, Hospital
Objectives:The Heavy Ion Medical Accelerator in Chiba (HIMAC) is the world’s first heavy ion accelerator complex dedicated to medical use in a hospital environment. Among the high linear energy transfer (LET) particle beams used in cancer treatment, the carbon ion beam possesses unique physical and biological properties. It has a well-defined range and insignificant scatter in tissues, and the energy release is enormous at the end of its range. This well-localized energy deposition (high-dose peak) at the end of the beam path, called the “Bragg peak”, is a unique physical characteristic of charged particle beams, as is the induction of more cell cycle- and oxygenation-independent, irreversible cell damage than that observed with low LET radiation. In order to investigate these useful properties, we conducted carbon ion radiotherapy clinical trials in patients with various types of malignant tumors. 

Progress of Research:From June 1994 to February 2006, a total of 2,629 patients were enrolled into clinical trials using carbon ion beams generated by HIMAC. Carbon ion radiotherapy of these patients was carried out by　40 different phase I/II or phase II protocols and highly advanced medical technology. Tumor sites and annual patient accrual are listed in Table 3. We treated 437 new patients in 2005. Lung, head and neck, prostate, liver and bone and soft tissue tumors are the leading 5 tumor types in the trials. A total of 2,371 patients who had a follow-up period of 6 months or more were included in this report. Local tumor control rate and survival in five major tumor sites, head and neck, lung, liver, prostate, and bone and soft tissue tumors are summarized.
1) Head and Neck TumorsThe tumor type primarily treated in the clinical trials consisted of tumors in the nasal cavity and paranasal sinus with invasion to the skull base. Many of these patients had locally advanced lesions considered difficult to cure with other procedures. In the initial phase I/II clinical trials, a fractionation regimen of 18 fractions/6 weeks was applied, with 17 patients having been treated on this schedule until February 1996. Beginning in April 1996, a new phase I/II clinical trial was initiated on a shorter irradiation course of 16 fractions/4 weeks. The number of patients enrolled in this second trial was 19. Comparison of the toxic reactions and efficacy recorded in these two trials led to the conclusion that there was no significant difference between the two treatment schedules. Beginning in April 1997, the prescribed dose for the second protocol was fixed at 57.6GyE/16 fractions/4 weeks. 
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Until the present, this treatment schedule has not given rise to any particularly serious toxicities, and a clear relationship has been found to exist between vision and irradiation dose.The treatment results obtained so far can be summed up by stating that a very favorable local control rate of as high as 80 - 90% has been achieved mainly for adenocarcinoma, adenoid cystic carcinoma and malignant melanoma. With regard to malignant melanoma, however, a combined regimen of carbon ion radiotherapy and chemotherapy was initiated in order to control or prevent distant metastasis. The decision to embark on radio-chemotherapy was based on the assessment that while radiotherapy on its own provided favorable local control further improvements in the patients’ long-term survival were needed. For primary bone and soft-tissue sarcoma in the head and neck region, the local control is still not satisfactory and dose escalation trials are still ongoing.
2) Lung cancerStage I Lung Cancer (T1-2/NO/MO)The stage I lung cancer patients were divided into two groups according to tumor location: peripheral-type and central-type. This classification was made on the assumption that as both may have different tolerance doses different fractionation regimens need to be investigated for each. The patients eligible for either treatment schedule were subjects for whom surgery was not indicated or subjects refusing surgery. For the peripheral-type of stage I lung cancer patients, clinical trials are currently in progress using a single-dose regimen that should produce a result identical to surgery and may be described as the ultimate point of treatment. To arrive at this, the fraction number and treatment time have been reduced in gradual steps from 18 fractions/6 weeks through 9 fractions/3 weeks to 4 fractions/1 week. The initial two clinical trials have already been reported. The 129 patients treated subsequently with the 9 fraction and 4 fraction regimens have shown results comparable to those achieved with surgery: There were no serious toxic reactions and the local control rate was 91.5%, with a five-year overall survival rate of 45.3% (survival rate from the primary lesion 67.0%). Dose escalation trials on the single-dose schedule were initiated with 28GyE and have meanwhile progressed to the 42GyE level. These clinical trials are due to be concluded in a few months’ time.For the treatment of the central-type of stage I lung cancer a larger fraction number is used. This type of cancer is characterized by the presence of a large number of relatively superficial lesions and 

may therefore be safely controlled with a lower dose (57.6GyE/9 fractions/3 weeks) than is necessary for the peripheral-type lung cancer.
Locally Advanced Lung Cancer (Chest wall infiltration type)For locally advanced cancer, preoperative irradiation was initially performed in order to make a pathological assessment of the effect of irradiation first. Of the total of five patients, surgery was performed as planned on three. In two of these patients, malignant cells were not found pathologically. Based on this outcome, the second clinical trial was performed for locally advanced lung cancer and 37 patients were eligible for analysis. The results were comparable to surgery in terms of local control rate and survival rate.
3) Liver CancerClinical trials have so far been carried out on four protocols. In the first phase I/II trial, 24 patients were treated on a 15 fractions/5 weeks irradiation schedule. The overall five-year local control rate in this trial was 81%. In the second phase I/II trial, successive dose escalation was implemented from 12 fractions/3 weeks through 8 fractions/2 weeks to 4 fractions/1 week in an attempt to develop a short-course irradiation regimen. It was possible to conduct all of these fractionation regimens with an acceptable level of toxicities. Based on these results, a third phase II trial using a fractionation schedule of 52.8GyE/4 fractions/1 week was conducted. This dose was the recommended dose already decided prior to the trial. The total number of patients treated with four fractions in both the second and third clinical trials was 75, and the results indicated that this was a satisfactory fractionation schedule in terms of both safety and local efficacy. Post-treatment change in hepatic function was minimal in these patients and the local control and survival rates after four years were recorded as 94% and 40%, respectively. More recently, the fourth clinical trial using an even shorter irradiation schedule of 2 fractions/2 days has just been closed with encouraging results in terms of a favorable local control rate and the absence of any particular serious toxic reactions.
4) Prostate CancerA total of three clinical trials have so far been carried out. The first carbon ion radiotherapy trial with concomitant endocrine therapy was conducted for B2-C stage patients. The second trial was available for a wider scope of eligibility, and consisted of carbon ion therapy on its own for stage 
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A2-B1 prostate cancer, and carbon ion radiotherapy combined with endocrine therapy for stage B2-C. In the first clinical trial, the most serious toxicities in the rectum were recorded among the patients exposed to the highest dose level in connection with dose escalation. As a result, the safe dose for the digestive tract was established and no serious toxic reactions were subsequently encountered in the later clinical trials. DVH analysis was also performed to identify the tolerance dose of the gastrointestinal organs, and the results have yielded a DVH curve permitting the risks of gastrointestinal ulceration to be predicted. This curve is of immense usefulness and has made it possible to prevent severe reactions in new patients by comparing the DVH curves at the time of treatment planning.Based on these trials, it was thus possible to establish an irradiation schedule for prostate cancer and to commence the third (phase II) clinical trial in April 2000. For the purposes of this trial, the patients were divided into a high-risk and a low-risk group on the basis of their various pre-treatment factors (PSA, Gleason Score, TNM classification). The high-risk group received combined carbon radiotherapy with endocrine therapy while the low-risk group was treated with carbon ion therapy alone. Therapy was administered at a fixed irradiation dose of 66GyE/20 fractions/5 weeks. (The dose was reduced by 5% for patients with severe concomitant diabetes mellitus). There have been no serious toxic reactions to-date and the survival rate is also satisfactory. This dose corresponds to the tolerance dose for both the rectum and the urethra and is at the same time also virtually sufficient to achieve local control. External radiation for prostate cancer is generally performed using 40 fractions (over 7 - 8 weeks). In contrast, carbon ion radiotherapy can be accomplished on a much shorter fractionation schedule of only 20 fractions/4 weeks. Clear evidence of local recurrence was discovered in only one patient who had been treated with the lowest dose in the initial period.
5) Bone and Soft Tissue TumorsAs the bone and soft tissue tumors are generally considered to be photon beam resistant and because of the presence of critical organs in their vicinity ordinary radiotherapy presents problems. Advanced tumors originating from the spine, the pelvis and the retroperitoneum in the trunk part of the body, in particular, are in many cases not resectable and have a poor prognosis. Such patients have been almost totally excluded from treatment with conventional radiotherapy. The use of carbon ion beams does offer a favorable prospect of improved 

local control in view of their superior biological dose distribution.The patients enrolled in our initial phase I/II dose escalation trial were primarily subjects not responding to surgery or totally inoperable. This trial has produced a favorable local control rate of 73% and it has been realized, in particular, that chordoma and osteosarcoma are prime candidates for carbon ion radiotherapy. Some 10% of those patients whose lesions are close to the body surface so that it is not possible to avoid exposure of the skin to high radiation doses were found to develop severe reactions such as skin erosion or ulceration. As more experience has been gained and significant improvements in irradiation techniques have been achieved such severe reactions no longer occur. It has also been established that there is a definite proportional relationship between dose and local tumor control. In view of these findings, the recommended dose has been fixed at 70.4GyE/16 fractions/4 weeks.Bone and soft tissue tumors in the trunk are the most typical lesions qualifying for carbon ion radiotherapy and they have been treated in the Advanced Therapy scheme. Clinical trials are in progress in order to extend conservative treatment also to tumors of the extremities.
The clinical trial revealed that carbon ion radiotherapy provided definite local control and offered a survival advantage without unacceptable morbidity in a variety of tumors that were hard to cure with other modalities. Using carbon ion beams, hypofractionated radiotherapy, with application of larger doses per fraction and a reduction of overall treatment times as compared to conventional photon radiotherapy was possible. Carbon ion radiotherapy has been approved by the Ministry of Health, Labor and Welfare of Japan as “Highly Advanced Medical Technology (HAMT)” since November 2003. Nearly 75 % of the patients receiving carbon ion radiotherapy were treated by HAMT in 2005. 
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Major Publications: 1) Hiroshi Tsuji, Takeshi Yanagi, Hitoshi Ishikawa, Tadashi Kamada, Junetsu Mizoe, Tatsuaki Kanai, Shinroku Morita, Hirohiko Tsujii: Hypofractionated radiotherapy with carbon ion beams for prostate cancer. International Journal of Radiation Oncology Biology Physics, 63(4), 1153-1160, 2005 2) Azusa Hasegawa, Junetsu Mizoe, Atsushi Mizota, Hirohiko Tsujii: Outcomes of visual acuity in carbon ion radiotherapy:analysis of dose-volume histograms and prognostic factors. International Journal of Radiation Oncology Biology Physics, 2005

 3) Shingo Kato, Tatsuya Ohno, Hirohiko Tsujii, Takashi Nakano*, Junetsu Mizoe, Tadashi Kamada, Tadaaki Miyamoto, Hiroshi Tsuji, Hirotoshi Katou, Shigeru Yamada, Susumu Kandatsu, Kyosan Yoshikawa, Hidefumi Ezawa, Michiya Suzuki: Dose Escalation study of Carbon Ion Radiation for Locality Advanced Carcinoma of the Cervix. International Journal of Radiation Oncology Biology Physics, 2005 4) Tadaaki Miyamoto, Sachiko Ishii, Kiyomi Eguchi-Kasai, Kumiko Saegusa: Radiosensitivity of hypoxic and proliferating clonogen in a human lung cancer grown in nude mice. Oncology Reports, 14, 1421-1428, 2005
TABLE 3. Patient distribution of carbon ion radiotherapy at NIRS (Treatment: June 1994 to February 2006)

%Total200520042003200220012000199919981997199619951994Sites 13.435235  473340392938223119109Head & neck 3.489535610157961086Brain 1.642583842246---Base of Skull 16.042045555055514533281727116Lung 7.62001014221828221725191312-Liver 16.4431736277474431303010189-Prostate 4.1107108410513111011139-Uterus 11.12915457433223251819139--Bone & soft tissue 1.64199---2-4161--Esophagus 2.4641311181273------Pancreas(pre/op)
2.5671118151310-------Rectum(p/o pelvic rec)
2.25941318168-------Eye melanoma (advanced) 0.5124125--------Lacrimal gland 17.345416293411412143217301624-Miscellaneous 10026294373963332762412011881681591268321Total
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5.2.1. Development of Four-dimensional X-ray CT (4D CT)

Outline of Research Career:Dr. Endo received his B.S. degree from the Department of Pure and Applied Science, University of Tokyo in 1971 and completed the M.S. program there in 1973, when he joined the National Institute of Radiological Sciences. He was engaged in development and application of new medical imaging systems, such as X-ray CT, MRI, and PET. He was also engaged in development of the patient treatment system at HIMAC. He is now the leader of this project and the director of the Department of Research Promotion. He holds a Ph.D. degree, and is the president of Japan Society of Medical Physics and a councilor of several radiological societies.
Contact point: endo@nirs.go.jp

Masahiro Endo, Ph.D.Director, Department of Research Promotion
Objectives: Since the advent of CT in 1973, dynamic imaging of moving organs in living humans has been the ultimate dream in this field. This concept is simply called 4D CT because it takes a 3D image with the additional dimension of time. With 4D CT, we may take stop-motion volume images of moving organs such as lung or heart, make 3D dynamic studies, and navigate operators in minimum invasive surgery such as for interventional therapy. The objectives of this project are developing a 4D CT and exploring its clinical potentials. The project goals were 1) developing a prototype of 4D CT-scanner that can continuously take volume images (10 cm long, 50 cm diameter) with 1 mm spatial resolution and 0.5 s temporal resolution by the end of the fiscal year 2004, and 2) making clinical studies in fiscal year 2005. The detailed specifications are listed in Table 4. Because volume data (3D data) can be acquired by cone-beam CT using rotation of the cone-beam, continuous rotation of the cone-beam allows dynamic volume data (4D data) to be acquired. Our approach was to develop a novel large-size 2D detector based on the present CT technology, and to develop an ultra-high-speed reconstructor. We developed a prototype detector (256 × 912), and mounted it on the gantry frame of a state-of-the-art CT-scanner to make the first model of 4D CT in fiscal year 2001 and have been evaluating its performances since that time. We also developed the ultra-high-speed reconstructor in fiscal year 2002, and completed detailed design of the second model of 4D CT in fiscal year 2003 and completed its construction in fiscal year 2004. 

Progress of Research:In fiscal year 2005 (the last year of a 5-year project), we achieved the following.
1) Performance evaluation of the second modelImage characteristics such as image noise, point spread function (PSF), slice sensitivity profile (SSP) and low-contrast detectability were evaluated with stationary phantoms in a single rotation, in addition to dose profile and its integral. Results were compared with those obtained similarly for the first model. Results show that all characteristics have been improved from those of the first model, with a remarkable improvement in low-contrast detectability and slice sensitivity profile. Although the slice sensitivity profile (SSP) and low-contrast detectability of the first model were inferior to those of commercial CTs due to its prototype nature, these two image quality variables are remarkably improved in the second model and approach the level obtained with commercial CT equipment. The spatial resolution was 0.7 mm × 0.8 mm × 0.8 mm.
2) Clinical studyWe carried out pilot clinical studies with healthy volunteers and patients using the second model. All studies were approved by the Institutional Review Board of NIRS, and written informed consent was obtained from all subjects before beginning the study. Fig. 9 shows 3D images of a lung cancer patient under free breathing obtained under different respiratory phases. Fig. 10 shows a 3D image of the heart enhanced by intravenous injection of contrast agent without electrocardiographic gating. The left anterior descending (LAD) artery and diagonal branches were visualized on the left ventricle. Fig. 
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11 shows long-axis sections of the same heart in end-diastolic and end-systolic phases. The LAD artery was clearly visualized again in the figure. For both studies a 0.5 s/rotation dynamic scan was employed.As described above, the 4D CT with a greater than 10 cm field-of-view in the cranio-caudal (CC) direction, is able to capture the whole heart or tumor lesions in the moving lung while the subject breaths continuously. This may therefore provide new diagnostic information. Such wide CC coverage will also allow cerebral perfusion studies of the whole brain. We are now conducting clinical studies in patients with heart disease and lung cancer to examine the potential of this equipment in cardiology and 4D radiation therapy planning. 

Major Publications: 1) S. Mori, M. Endo, K. Nishizawa, T. Tsunoo, T. Aoyama, H. Fujiwara, K. Murase: Enlarged longitudinal dose profiles in cone-beam CT and the need for modified dosimetry. Medical Physics, 32, 1061-1069, 2005 2) S. Mori, T. Obata, R. Kishimoto, H. Kato, H. Fujiwara, K. Murase, S. Kandatsu, S. Tanada, H. Tsujii, M. Endo: Clinical potentials for dynamic contrast-enhanced hepatic volumetric cine imaging with the prototype 256-MDCT scanner, American Journal of Roentgenology. 185, 253-256, 2005 3) N. Funabashi, K. Yoshida, H. Tadokoro, K. Nakagawa, K. Odaka, S. Mori, M. Endo, S. Tanada, I. Komuro: Cardiovascular circulation and hepatic perfusion of pigs in 4-dimensional films evaluated by 256-slice cone-beam computed tomography. Circulation Journal, 69, 585-589, 2005 4) N. Funabashi, K. Yoshida, H. Tadokoro, K. Odaka, T. Tsunoo, S. Mori, M. Endo, S. Tanada, I. Komuro: Three-dimensional segmented myocardial perfusion images by selective intracoronary injection of contrast using 256-slice cone-beam computed tomography. Heart, 91, 1349-1351, 2005 5) C. Kondo, S. Mori, M. Endo, K. Kusakabe, N. Suzuki, A. Hattori, M. Kusakabe: Real-time volumetric imaging of human heart without electrocardiographic gating by 256-detector row computed tomography: Initial experience. Journal of Computer Assisted Tomography, 29, 694-698, 2005 6) S. Mori, T. Obata, N. Nakajima, N. Ichihara, M. Endo: Volumetric perfusion CT using prototype 256MDCT Scanner: Preliminary study with healthy porcine model. American Journal of Neuroradiology, 26, 2536-2541, 2005
Table 4. Specification of 4D CT (second model)

Fig 11. Long-axis sections of the same heart as in Fig 10 in end-diastolic and end-systolic phases.

Fig 10. 3D images of normal heart. The left anterior descending (LAD) artery and diagonal branches were visualized on the left ventricle.

Fig 9. 3D images of a lung cancer patient under free breathing in the different respiratory phases. Arrows show movement of the tumor.

Cone-beam continuous rotation (4D)Helical cone-beam (precise 3D)Physiological signalScan mode
912 × 256Detector 0.5 s/rot (60 s max)ProgrammableScan time 512 × 512 × 256Reconstruction matrix Less than 0.5 %Contrast resolution Less than 1 sReconstruction time 13 cm thick × 50 cm diameterScan Volume
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5.2.2. Next generation PET project

Outline of research career:Dr. Murayama received a Ph.D. from Osaka University in 1982 for his study on systems of scintillation detectors for radioisotope imaging. Since the mid 1970s he has continued to research instrumentation for nuclear medicine. In the 1980s, he was engaged in development of new detectors in order to construct PET scanners for head studies, and whole body studies for humans and animals. In the 1990s, he studied reconstruction methods and data correction techniques for SPECT and PET. In the mid 1990s, he proposed a new concept for a depth-encoding detector in order to achieve both high sensitivity and high spatial resolution in a PET scanner. To develop such a next generation PET system using the new detectors, in 2001 he established a new research group in cooperation with researchers from a wide spread range of companies and universities. 
Contact point: mur@nirs.go.jp

Hideo Murayama, Ph.D.Head of Imaging Physics, Department of Medical Physics
Objectives:　This group does basic studies on instrumentation, image reconstruction and data corrections to improve image quality and quantity in nuclear medicine.  Since the statistics of photon detection in radiation measurements causes fluctuations in reconstructed images, methodology for increasing sensitivity of full-3D imaging is an important research subject.  Development and improvement of detector units for positron emission tomography (PET) has been done, and data processing techniques has also been studied from the viewpoint of increasing the signal component or reducing the noise component.  Simulation techniques for modeling of the nuclear medicine imaging process have become an important and indispensable complement to experimental methods and clinical studies, and we have advanced to more accurate simulation studies about the physics and instrumentation involved in the process.   A next generation PET system with higher spatial resolution and higher sensitivity is under development with collaboration from both academic and industrial members. The next-generation PET system is expected to clarify biological functions such as the pathophysiology of psychoneurological disorders or the physiological functions of the brain, by using tracers in minute quantities. 

Progress of Research: 1) Simple and reliable construction method for 4-layer DOI crystal blocksThe final design of the 4-layer DOI detector module for the jPET-D4 system was determined and we produced 120 of the DOI crystal blocks. The jPET-D4 detector module consists of four layers of 16 by 16 Gd2SiO5 (GSO) crystals and a 256 channel flat panel position sensitive photomultiplier tube (256ch FP-PMT). Two kinds of GSO crystals that show different scintillation decay time constants are used in the upper and lower two layers in order to distinguish these layers using pulse shape discrimination. Proper reflector insertion in the crystal block allows identification of detection crystals in each two layer part. For mass production of the DOI crystal block composed of 1024 crystal elements with the proper reflector arrangement, we used appropriate tools which promote simple construction as well as uniform configuration. The construction took only 3 hours per one crystal block. The 120 DOI crystal blocks produced were evaluated for their characteristics: pulse shape discrimination, energy resolution and full energy peak. The results show that misidentification in each GSO layer is less than 5% of the pulse shape discrimination, the average of energy resolutions for the central four crystals of the 1st (farthest from PMT), 2nd, 3rd and 4th-layers are 15.7 ± 1.0%, 15.8 ± 0.6%, 17.7 ± 1.2% and 17.3 ± 1.4%, respectively, and full energy peak variation among four layers is less than 5% on average.
2) Detector calibration acquisition system of the jPET-D4The jPET-D4 has five detector rings with the ring 
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diameter of 390 mm and each detector ring consists of 24 DOI detectors. Axial length is 260 mm with five DOI detectors. A photograph of the jPET-D4 system is shown in Fig. 12. The gantry is very compactly designed and the bed has optionally programmable X- and rotation stages. The major specifications of the system are listed in Table 5.The DOI detector consists of 1,024 GSO crystals, which are arranged in four layers of 16 × 16 arrays, coupled to a 52mm square 256-channel flat panel PS-PMT (FP-PMT). The 256-channel anode outputs are reduced to 4 channels by a set of resistor chains for simple and fast processing. The crystals of the 1st, 2nd layers and 3rd, 4th layers are GSO doped with 0.5 mol% and 1.5 mol% Ce, respectively. The 4th layer is optically coupled to the FP-PMT. Detected events are classified into two groups corresponding to different Ce dopant crystals with pulse shape discrimination. Each group is projected on each 2D position histogram by an Anger calculation. Four output signals from the DOI detector are fed to a position analyzer circuit. The 2D position signals X and Y are calculated from those outputs by the Anger calculation. Energy and timing signals are summed from those outputs. The 2D position signals and energy are digitized with 10-bit and 8-bit ADCs, respectively. For the DOI detector calibration routine, we obtained 2D position histograms and energy spectra at uniform irradiation of a 68Ge-68Ga line source. We create decay, position and energy Look-Up-Tables (LUTs) from the obtained data. The decay LUT identifies different light decay times of the scintillator layers with pulse shape discrimination. The position LUT converts location of 2D position histograms to crystal addresses using the Gaussian Mixture Model. 

The energy LUT corrects light output of each crystal. This energy LUT can correct non-uniformity of light output originating in crystal depth. Also, the energy LUT can attach an energy bit to list mode data and the energy bit has 3 bits for each coincidence event. Timing signal is digitized at 2 ns time resolution in 256 ns frame time to make a 7-bit time marker data. Detector block-based coincidence timing adjustment is achieved for each DOI detector. The average energy resolution for 120 DOI detectors is optimized to 17 % ± 1.4 %. The scatter fraction for this system is 38 % with energy window of 400-600 keV. The sensitivity for point source is 126 kcps/MBq with a 250 keV LLD.
3) Reconstruction of first human brain image by the jPET-D4This jPET-D4 is dedicated to brain scans, and the detector rings have a diameter of 390 mm. The basic idea for DOI discrimination is the coded reflector insertion that controls the distribution of scintillation light so that each position can be identified by the Anger type calculation. Four-layer DOI positions are identified based on this idea after upper and lower two DOI positions are separated by the pulse shape discrimination. In order to reduce computational cost while retaining the advantage of DOI information in iterative image reconstruction, we used (a) the DOI compression (DOIC) method which reduces data dimensions while suppressing resolution loss, and (b) the approximated system model which enables fast system matrix calculation while preserving image quality. In addition to the on-the-fly system matrix calculation, (c) a pre-computed system matrix scheme was newly proposed to speed up 3D image reconstruction. At this development stage, a histogram-based 3D OSEM was implemented. After evaluating basic imaging performance through phantom experiments, a normal volunteer was scanned (100 min past 104 MBq FDG injection, duration of 60 min) and the first human brain images were obtained. The maximum ring difference (mrd) was restricted to 54 (with no spanning) due to the computer memory limitation, 3D OSEM (8 subsets, 8 iterations), with 1.5mm × 1.5mm x 1.5mm voxels. Reconstructed images are shown in Fig. 13. These images show the excellent imaging performance of the jPET-D4: there are clear demarcations of thin gray matter from underlying white matter as well as fine visualization of the deep structures such as caudate nucleus, putamen and thalamus.

Fig 12. Photograph of the jPET-D4.
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4) 8-layer DOI encoding of three-dimensional crystal arrayAn 8-layer DOI detector was designed on the basis of the technique we have developed for 4-layer DOI detectors. It attained 8-layer encoding by pulse shape discrimination (2-layer DOI encoding) and the proper reflector arrangement in a 3-dimensional crystal array (4-layer DOI encoding). Its capability was proved with an 8-layer, 10 × 10 Gd2SiO5 (GSO) crystal array coupled to a 256-channel flat panel position sensitive photomultiplier tube (256ch FP-PMT). The dimensions of each crystal element were 2.90 mm × 2.90 mm × 3.75 mm and intervals of 16 × 16 multi anodes in the 256ch FP-PMT were 3.04 mm. Two kinds of GSO crystals were used for pulse shape discrimination; GSO crystals of 0.5 mol% and 1.5 mol% Ce dopants that had 60 ns and 35 ns scintillation decay times, respectively. In the crystal array, layer-1, the farthest from the 256ch FP-PMT, layer-3, -5 and -7 were composed of 0.5 mol% GSO: Ce crystals; 1.5 mol% GSO: Ce crystals were in other layers. Performance of the 8- layer DOI detector was evaluated by irradiating 662 keV uniform gamma-rays. The results indicate capability for 8-layer DOI encoding. To prove the validity of the layer encoding, a fan-beam of 662 keV gamma-rays was irradiated onto the side face of each layer. The obtained 2D histograms showed the right structure in each corresponding layer clearly. The smallest light output was measured to be 62% of the largest in comparison of pulse height distributions for the central crystals in each DOI layers. Energy resolution was uniformly among eight layers and they were all about 15%.

5) Measurement of 32x8x4 LYSO crystal responses of DOI detector for small animal PETThe jPET-RD is designed to achieve high sensitivity as well as high spatial resolution by the use of four-layer DOI information of the detector. We have previously proposed the DOI encoding method that realizes four layer DOI identification using only a single kind of crystal element. The basic idea was tested by using Gd2SiO5, and the first prototype detector was developed using Lu2(1-x)Y2xSiO5 (LYSO). We prepared a pair of jPET-RD prototype detectors composed of four layers of a 32 (transaxial) x 8 (axial) LYSO (Lu: 98%, Y: 2%) crystal block and a 256-channel flat panel position sensitive photomultiplier tube (256ch FP-PMT). The size of each crystal element was 1.46 mm x 1.46 mm x 4.5 mm. The crystal block (46.5 mm x 11.6 mm x 18.0 mm) was placed on the central area of the 256ch FP-PMT (49 mm x 49 mm useful area) and coupled with silicone rubber. First, we evaluated performance of the prototype DOI detector by uniform gamma ray irradiation. Then response functions of the prototype DOI detector were measured with collimated single gamma rays and finally coincidence responses were estimated with a pair of prototype DOI detectors in the experimental setup which simulated the jPET-RD system. In the performance evaluation, the energy resolution of all events was 14.7% and the time resolution was 0.66 ns. The response functions were 1.56 mm FWHM and 4.51 mm FWHM in average in transaxial and depth directions, respectively. The FWHMs of coincidence responses were 5.4 mm (non-DOI) and 3.7 mm (averaged DOI). We confirmed that the spatial resolution was improved by using DOI information.

(A) Transverse section image (B) Coronal section image (C) Sagittal section image
Fig 13. Reconstructed human brain images of 18FDG by the jPET-D4.
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Major publications: 1) Hasegawa, T., Ishikawa, M., Maruyama, K., Inadama, N., Yoshida, E., Murayama, H. : Depth-of-interaction recognition using optical filters for nuclear medicine imaging. IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci., 52(1), 4-7, 2005. 2) Orita, N., Murayama, H.,  Kawai, H., Inadama, N., Tsuda, T. : Three-dimensional array of scintillation crystals with proper reflector arrangement for a depth of interaction detector. IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci., 52(1), 8-14, 2005. 3) Inadama, N., Murayama, H., Watanabe, M., Omura, T. , Yamashita, T., Kawai, H., Orita, N., Tsuda, T. : Performance of a 256ch Flat Panel 

PS-PMT with small crystals for a DOI PET detector. IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci., 52(1),.15-20, 2005. 4) Yamaya, T., Hagiwara, N., Obi, T., Yamaguchi, M., Ohyama, N., Kitamura, K., Hasegawa, T., Haneishi, H., Yoshida1, E., Naoko Inadama, N.,  Murayama, H. : Transaxial system models for jPET-D4 image reconstruction. Phys. Med. Biol., 50, 5339-5355, 2005. 5) Yamamoto, S., Takamatsu, S., Murayama, H., Minato, K. : A block detector for a multislice, depth-of-interaction MR-compatible PET. IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci., 52(1), 33-37, 2005.
Table 5. Major specifications of jPET-D4 in comparison with other scanners

ECAT HR+G-PET HRRT jPET-D4 BGOGSOLSOGSOCrystal 4.05x4.39x30 mm4x4x10 mm2.1x2.1x7.5 mm2.9x2.9x7.5 mmCrystal size 18,43218,560119,808122,880Number of crystal 1124DOI Round 19 mm PMTRound 39 mm PMTRound 19 mm PMT256ch FP-PMTPMT 1,1522881,120120 Total number of PMT 824 mm420 mm350 mm256 mmRing diameter 155 mm256 mm252 mm260 mmAxial length 12 ns-6 ns10 nsCoincidence timing window 350-650 keV411-665 keV350-650 keV400-600 keVDefault energy window 25 %18 %24 %16 %Energy resolution 3.7 %-4.3 % 11 % Sensitivity (Point source) 32.1 %39 %43.5 %39.7 %Scatter Fraction (NEMA 1994) -60kcps@7.4kBq/ml99kcps@24.6kBq/ml118kcps@9.3kBq/mlMaximum NECR
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5.3. R&D Studies of a Compact Accelerator for Carbon Therapy

Outline of Research Career:Dr. Koji Noda received his B. S. degree from the Department of Nuclear Engineering, Kyushu University in 1979. After completing the M. S. programs there in 1981, he worked for development of a PET cyclotron from 1981 to 1989, and he also studied the accelerator physics from 1985 to 1989 in Institute for Nuclear Study, University of Tokyo. In 1989, he joined the HIMAC project at NIRS, and he was engaged in construction and development of the HIMAC synchrotron. He received his PhD in 1992 from Kyushu University for the study of energy-loss cooling. Currently he is Head of Accelerator Development Section, and he holds the additional post of Leader of the Medical Physics Research Group.
Contact point: noda_k@nirs.go.jp

Koji Noda, Ph.D.

Objective:Excellent clinical results for cancer therapy have been obtained with high-energy carbon beams at HIMAC. The primary aim of our research now is to design a compact accelerator facility for carbon therapy at a reasonable cost. R&D studies of key elements were completed by the end of FY2005. The construction of the compact therapy-facility project will be initiated in FY2006 at a site outside NIRS.
Progress of Research:During this fiscal year, major activities of our group were concentrated on R&D studies of a compact carbon therapy accelerator.
1) Injector systemThe compact injector system consisted of the 10 GHz ECR ion source, the RFQ linac and Alternating-Phase-Focused (APF) IH-DTL. The IH cavity was known to provide higher shunt impedance than that of conventional structures, such as Alvarez DTL. Moreover, use of the APF method for IH-DTL allowed us to employ a rather high operating frequency and hence to design a compact cavity. Although the APF IH-DTL has such attractive features, it has never been practically used until now. The reason is that the electromagnetic (EM) field could not be calculated with existing 2D field solvers and therefore it required lengthy and costly model studies to determine the final structure of the cavity. With recent developments in 3D field solvers, the EM field in the IH cavity can be directly calculated. To verify accuracy of the solver, we constructed a model cavity of the APF IH-DTL. Measurements of the electric field for the model 

cavity indicated that the measured field distribution could be reproduced well by the calculated one.Based on the model cavity, the design of the high-power cavity of the APF IH-DTL has been developed. The construction of the APF IH-DTL was completed at the end of FY2005. Then, APF IH-DTL was installed in conjunction with the ECR ion source and RFQ linac. A schematic drawing of the compact injector system is presented in Fig. 14. The total length of the linac cascade was reduced to approximately 6 m, which is considerably shorter than that of existing heavy-ion linacs. 

After the installation, beam acceleration tests of the entire injector system were carried out. Carbon ions extracted from the RFQ linac were injected to the APF IH-DTL and successfully accelerated up to 4.0 MeV/u. The average value and width of the measured energy distribution were to be 4.0 MeV/u and ±0.4%, respectively. The beam intensity of 

Fig 14. A schematic drawing of the compact injector. The total length of the linac cascade was 6 m.
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accelerated 12C4+ ions from the APF IH-DTL was measured to be 380 eμA, which is twice that required for treatments. These results of the acceleration tests have proven the excellent performance of the proposed compact injector system.
2) RF cavity for synchrotronWe have developed a new RF acceleration system with Co-based amorphous cores, which have high permeability with a low Q-value of about 0.5. Especially, this core has about a 1.5-times higher μQf value than the FINMET FT-3M, which has been commonly used in the acceleration cavity. This is a very attractive point to realize a compact RF cavity with the required high shunt impedance. The fabricated core was made of 15 μm thick amorphous tape with a 1.5 μm SiO2 electric insulator. Based on the obtained property of the test core, the inner diameter, outer diameter, and thickness of the core for the cavity were 310 mm, 550 mm, and 30 mm, respectively. With these dimensions, twelve cores were fabricated. The cavity was composed of two acceleration gaps, and both sides of the gaps consisted of quarter-wave resonators. Since the total cavity length was as short as 1.5 m, the RF cavity was easily installed in the straight section in the HIMAC synchrotron as shown in Fig. 15.

The transistor amplifier was adapted instead of the commonly used tetrode to achieve the required acceleration voltage. This choice simplified the acceleration system, and we had no need to exchange the tetrode after a certain period of operation. To supply RF power from the transistor amplifier with an output impedance of 50 Ω, a 

transformer of 1:9 is attached to each resonator that have impedance of about 400Ω at maximum. With the maximum power operation of 2 kW, obtained RF voltage per one resonator was more than 1 kV in the required frequency range, which was high enough for the required voltage in the compact dedicated synchrotron. The maximum RF field in the core was calculated to be about 24 mT at 1 MHz, and its peak power consumption was 0.13 W/cm3. This maximum RF field and the power density were below the values with which the core permeability decreased, i.e, about 50 mT at 1 MHz.An acceleration test with the RF cavity will be carried out in FY2006.
3) Compact beam delivery systemA test bench for the compact irradiation port has been installed at HIMAC in order to verify the proposed irradiation methods for the compact therapy facility. The test bench consisted of a pair of wobbler magnets, a scatterer, a range shifter, a ridge filter, collimators and dose monitor system. The wobbler magnets were installed 5.5 m upstream from the iso-center. The maximum wobbler radius at the iso-center was 140 mm for 400 MeV/n carbon beam.The wobbler radius was modulated to produce a uniform beam fluence at the surface. Under a constant angular velocity of the wobbling, the irradiated area expands with time in proportion to the wobbler radius. The wobbler radius should be proportional to the square root of time. The maximum wobbler radius depends on the irradiation field radius and the beam radius. To produce an irradiation field with a uniformity of 2.5 %, the maximum wobbler radius is written as A = R + 2σ, where R is the irradiation-field radius and σ is the 1 SD of beam radius assuming a Gaussian beam profile. This experiment employed the angular and radial frequencies of 59 Hz and of 23 Hz, respectively. The typical beam size was 25 mm (1σ) at the isocenter, which was spread by the scatterer. The dose profile at the isocenter was measured by a multi-channel ionization chamber with 64 sensors for the horizontal and vertical directions, respectively. The active area of the sensor was 3.7 x 3.7 mm and the interval the sensor was 4 mm. The measured dose profile is shown in Fig. 16. In the conventional wobbler-scatterer system, both the beam size and wobbler radius should be changed when changing the irradiation field size. In the spiral wobbler system, however, the beam size of 25 mm is fixed for each field size.  

Fig 15. Acceleration cavity installed in the HIMAC synchrotron.
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4) Advanced Compact Accelerator Development ProjectThe Advanced Compact Accelerator Development Project was initiated in 2001 based on a report of the “Committee of Future Accelerators” organized by the National Institute of Science and Technology Policy. The project has been promoted as cooperative research with 8 universities and research institutes: Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute (presently known as Japan Atomic Energy Agency), The University of Tokyo, Hiroshima University, Kyoto University, High Energy Accelerator Research Organization (KEK), Osaka University, National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology, and Japan Synchrotron Research Institute (SP-8).Major targets of this project are to develop key elements of very compact accelerators: a compact pulsed synchrotron for particle therapy, a FFAG accelerator for carbon therapy, a compact hard x-ray generator for medical diagnosis, and a high intensity hard x-ray generator for general use. The last two x-ray generators will use a high power laser source to generate hard x-rays through an inverse Compton scattering process with medium energy electrons. The secondary aim of this project is to educate young researchers through these R&D studies.
 

Major Publications: 1) T. Uesugi et al., Cool-stacking injection and damping of a transverse ion-beam instability at the HIMAC synchrotron, Nucl. Instrum. Meth. A 545 (2005) 45-56. 2) Y. Iwata et al, Alternating-Phase-Focused Linac with interdigital H-mode structure for medical injector, Proc. PAC05, pp.1084-1086, 2005. 3) T. Furukawa et al., Intensity Control in RF-knockout Extraction for Scanning Irradiation,Nucl. Instrum. Meth. B 240 (2005) 32-35. 4) A. Kitagawa et al, New medical irradiation technique by the permanent magnet system for the heavy-ion therapy, Nucl. Instrum. Meth. B 240 (2005) 78-82. 5) S. Hojo et al, Production of 11C-beam for particle therapy; Nucl. Instrum. Meth. B 240 (2005) 75-78.
Fig 16. Dose profile of the irradiation field. The field sizes of 80, 130, 180 mm in diameter are plotted with yellow, red and blue, respectively.
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5.4. Development of a Precise Irradiation System for Heavy-ion Therapy

Outline of Research Career:Tatsuaki Kanai received his B.S. degree from the Department of Science, Physics Course, Tokyo University of Education, in 1972 and completed the M.S. program there in 1974. He received the Ph. D degree in 1983 from Tsukuba University. In 1972, he joined NIRS as a researcher in the Physics Division.  He was engaged in development and application of proton irradiation systems, using a scanning method. In construction of the HIMAC facility, he was engaged in development of the irradiation system and in establishment of the clinical dose system. He is now the director of the Department of Medical Physics.
Outline of Research:The conformal irradiation system of HIMAC has been up-graded for a clinical trial using the layer-stacking method. After the acceptance and commissioning tests of this layer-stacking method, the clinical trial was started in June 2005. To date 20 ports of irradiations for 9 patients were successfully applied to clinical application. The eye-treatment using horizontal beam line has been clinically applied in the commissioning test of the system. Through development of the heavy-ion CT device, it was found that the relative stopping powers obtained by X-ray CT value and by the HICT agree within the deviation of 1.6 % for fat, muscle, and bone.
Contact point: kanai@nirs.go.jp

Tatsuaki Kanai, Director of Department of Medical Physics

Objective:Heavy-ion radiotherapy has been expected to achieve good clinical results because of its good dose localization in the target and high biological effectiveness of the beam. On the whole, spatial and dose accuracy of irradiation under the present heavy ion treatments are considered to be 5mm and about 5%. In order to extend the treatment region in the patient body, and in order to get improvement over present clinical results, techniques, such as exact treatment planning, exact patient positioning, and exact irradiation, should be further developed. Research activities to improve the medical treatment accuracy of heavy ion radiotherapy will be accomplished under the 5-year fundamental research target.
 

Progress of Research:1) Development of conformal irradiation system for heavy-ion radiotherapy using a layer-stacking methodThe conformal irradiation system of HIMAC has been up-graded for a clinical trial using the layer-stacking method. The system has been developed to localize the irradiation dose to the target volume more effectively than is presently done. In the present passive irradiation method using a ridge filter, a scatterer, a pair of wobbler magnets, and multileaf collimator, the width of a spread-out Bragg peak (SOBP) in the radiation field cannot be changed. With dynamic control of the beam modifying devices during the irradiation, better conformal radiotherapy can be achieved. After the acceptance and commissioning tests of this layer-stacking method, the clinical trial was started in June 2005. To date 20 ports of irradiations for 9 patients were successfully applied to clinical application.
2) Development of an irradiation system for eye treatment using a horizontal beam lineIn order to avoid or reduce occurrence of glaucoma or damage to the retina, we plan to irradiate melanoma in the eyeball with two ports, horizontal and vertical beams. We are planning to develop a new irradiation system for eye melanoma.
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A 170 MeV/n carbon beam was used for the eye-treatment by the horizontal beam line. Irradiation fields and ridge filters for the treatments using 170 MeV/n beam were designed and installed respectively in the irradiation system.The treatment planning system used in the commercial treatment planning system, Xio, was newly developed. The whole process for eye-treatments was commissioned instead of the eye-plan treatment planning system, which is used for the vertical beam line. A precise patient positioning system for the eye-treatment has also been developed.  A flat panel imaging system has been used for the eye-treatment by the horizontal beam line which was clinically applied through the commissioning test of the system.

3) Development of dose estimation methodThe monitor unit for treatment is determined at HIMAC using a measured dose under each irradiation condition in the treatments without a compensator. To assess this monitor-preset procedure for the treatment, it is desirable to estimate it by other methods. It has been found that the dose calibration factors also depend on the field sizes. We found that the carbon beams could be well described using three Gaussian forms at the irradiation site in the pencil beam algorithm. The 2nd and 3rd components of the Gaussian form, which have widths much larger than the 1st component, are found to be fragmented particles produced in the up-stream beam modifying devices and in the water phantom.
4) Development of heavy-ion CT system.In treatment planning for hadron therapy, information about the relative stopping power in a patient’s body is used to calculate the range of incident ions.  This information is obtained from computed tomography (CT) images using a conversion table from x-ray CT numbers into stopping powers relative to the stopping power of water.  In treatment planning at NIRS, the conversion table has been created based on the polybinary tissue model.  However, it has not been fully verified that the model is accurate enough for use in real animal tissues.  In order to irradiate heavy ions more precisely in radiotherapy, we have to evaluate the accuracy of the polybinary tissue calibration in animal tissues.  We have measured animal tissue samples with heavy-ion CT (HICT) and x-ray CT.  The x-ray CT image was converted to an image of relative stopping power by using the table derived from the polybinary tissue calibration (polybinary-tissue-model CT image; PTCT).  On the 

other hand, with HICT, the two-dimensional distribution of relative stopping power could be obtained directly.  A comparison between PTCT and HICT images enabled us to verify the accuracy of the conversion table derived from the polybinary tissue calibration.  Consequently, we found that the agreement between the relative stopping powers of PTCT and HICT was 1.6 % for fat, muscle, and bone.
Major Publications: 1) A. Kimura, S. Tanaka, T. Aso, H. Yoshida, N. Kanematsu, M. Asai, and T. Sasaki: Verification of the dose distribution with GEANT4 simulation for proton therapy, IEEE Transactions on Nuclear Science, 52(4), 896-901, 2005 2) T. Inaniwa, T. Tomitani, T. Kohno and T. Kanai: Quantitative comparison of suitability of various beams for range monitoring with induced β+ activity in hadron therapy. Phys. Med. Biol. 50, 1131-1145, 2005  3) T. Inaniwa, T. Kohno and T. Tomitani: Simulation for position determination of distal and proximal edges for SOBP irradiation in hadron therapy by using the maximum likelihood estimation method. Phys. Med. Biol. 50: 5829-5845, 2005 4) Qiang Li, Y. Furusawa, M. Kanazawa, T. Kanai, A. Kitagawa, M. Aoki, E. Urakage, T. Tomitani, S. Sato, M. Yosimoto, Z. Wei: Enhanced efficiency in cell killing at the penetration depths around the Bragg peak of a radioactive 9C-ion beam. Int. J. Rad. Oncl. Biol. Phys. 64(4): 1237-1244, 2005 5) S.Sato, A.Kitagawa, M.Kanazawa, E. Urakabe, T.Tomitani, M.Suda, Q.Li, T.Inaniwa, K.Hanawa, and K.Sato: A versatile control system for irradiation and measurement for secondary beam experiments in a heavy ion accelerator HINMAC: Nucl. Instrum. Methods B240 95. 2000.
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5.5. Establishment of Dosimetry and Radiation Quality Measurements of Heavy-ion Beams

Outline of Research Career:Tatsuaki Kanai received his B.S. degree from the Department of Science, Physics Course, Tokyo University of Education, in 1972 and completed the M.S. program there in 1974. He received the Ph. D degree in 1983 from Tsukuba University. In 1972, he joined NIRS National Institute as a researcher in the Physics Division.  He was engaged in development and application of proton irradiation system,s using a scanning method. In construction of the HIMAC facility, he was engaged in development of the irradiation system and in establishment of the clinical dose system. He is now the director of the Department of Medical Physics.
Outline of Research:Spatial distributions of fragmented particles in water and in aluminum were experimentally obtained in order to discuss field size dependence of the dose calibration factor of the treatment. The effects of heavy ions on biological species were successfully explained by microdosimetric measurements obtained using the ROSSI counter. A clinical dose detector was developed for measuring the clinical dose directly. 
Contact point: kanai@nirs.go.jp

Tatsuaki Kanai, Director of Department of Medical Physics

Objectives:In order to perform the efficient heavy ion radiotherapy, it is necessary to estimate the biological effect of heavy ion beams, to find the kind of optimal heavy ion species for radiotherapy, and to establish the optimal irradiation schedule. For those purposes it is strongly required to measure radiation quality and dose of the heavy ions precisely. From the viewpoint of assuring quality of radiotherapy, it is very important to establish the traceability of the dosimetry for medical treatments including photon, electron, neutron, proton, and heavy ions to the national standard laboratory.
 

Research Project: Beam quality measurements and development of an effective method to evaluate biological effectPurposeSystematic evaluation of the radiation quality of heavy ion beams is required for the optimized treatment planning with heavy ions. Depth-dose distributions, depth-LET distributions, and particle kind distributions in water phantom, should be measured and summarized as a database for heavy-ion radiotherapy.
Progress of the Research1) Measurements of spatial distribution of the beam qualityField size dependence of the clinical dose in calibration of the monitor unit was found by researchers at HIMAC. In order to discuss this effect, spatial distributions were measured and the field size dependence of the monitor unit was evaluated. Additionally, the spatial distribution was investigated in a more microscopic way; each projectile fragment in a thick water phantom produced from a therapeutic carbon beam was measured with a set of scintillation counters and a LET counter. A simple model was developed to estimate the spatial distribution of fragments. This year, energy dependence and incident particle dependence of the spatial distributions of the fragments were experimentally obtained for examination of the simple model.  Through the introduction of energy dependence of the parameters 
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in the simple model, we found the experimental results of the dose distribution can be reproduced within the error of 0.5 mm.
2) Analysis of clinical results using radiation quality of the heavy-ion beamsClinical results of HIMAC treatments were analyzed using the estimated radiation quality of the therapeutic beam and the biological responses of the Human Salivary Gland tumor cell that is characterized by the LQ model. This year, clinical results of GSI treatments were also analyzed. A method for the conversion of the GSI GyE system to the HIMAC GyE system was developed. From this analysis, the RBE values of GSI and HIMAC were found to be about 20 % different for each other for the treatment of Chordomas.
3) Development of clinical dose detectorWe are trying to determine the clinical dose by microdosimetric measurements. Using a Rossi counter, z distributions were measured for SOBP beams of various widths. The theory of the model developed by Hawkins was experimentally checked using the z distribution obtained by the ROSSI counter of sub-micron size. It was found that the surviving fraction of HSG cells exposed heavy ions, from proton to iron, can be explained by using this model. In order to measure spatial distributions of the beam quality of the carbon ions, a small Si detector, 2mm in diameter, was developed and tested using therapeutic beams. Using this detector, we simultaneously obtained physical and clinical doses for the therapeutic beams.
Research Project: Development of calorimeterPurposeDosimetry for heavy-ion beams is usually performed with an ionization chamber. IAEA tentatively recommends the dosimetry protocol for heavy-ion beams using ionization chambers. However required parameters for the ionization chamber dosimetry, i.e., w-values, stopping power ratios and other quantities have not yet been satisfactorily examined for the heavy-ion beams. It is necessary to have a more direct modality of dosimetry in order to support ionization chamber dosimetry.
Progress of the researchWe designed a graphite calorimeter for the dosimetry of heavy-ion beams. Tentative results for the fields of carbon beams were obtained and the detector showed good performance. We are 

continueing the measurements using this calorimeter for photon beams and other heavy-ion beams.
Major publications: 1) N. Matsufuji, M. Komori, E. Urakabe, A. Fukumura, T. Kanai, H. Sasaki, K. Akiu, M. Ohara, T. Inaniwa and T. Kohno: A simple model to describe spatial fragment distribution from pencil-like heavy-ion beams in a thick medium. Proc. of the 43rd PTCOG Meeting 2005. 2) N. Matsufuji, T. Kanai, T. Miyamoto, J. Mizoe, T. Kamada, H. Tsuji, H. Kato, M. Baba and H. Tsujii: Verification of RBE for Carbon Ion Radiotherapy at NIRS. Proc. of the 42nd PTCOG Meeting 2005. 3) N. Matsufuji, T. Kanai, T. Miyamoto, J. Mizoe, T. Kamada, H. Tsuji, H. Kato, M. Baba and H. Tsujii: Verification of RBE for Carbon Ion Radiotherapy against NSCLC at HIMAC. Proc. of the 10th Workshop on Heavy Charged Particles in Biology and Medicine and 4th ENLIGHT Meeting 2005. 4) Y. Kase, T. Kanai, Y. Furusawa, Y. Matsumoto and H. Okamoto: Response of Human Tumor Cells and Microdosimetry in Heavy-Ion Beams. Proc. of the 4th JKMP Meeting 2005. 5) M. Ohara, N. Matsufuji, M. Komori, E. Urakabe, A. Fukumura, T. Nishio, T. Kohno and T. Kanai: Study on the Spatial Distribution of Fragments Produced from Heavy Ion Beams. Proc. of the 4th JKMP Meeting 2005.
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5.6. Studies Necessary for Promotion of Particle Radiotherapy
Outline of Research Career:Tatsuaki Kanai received his B.S. degree from the Department of Science, Physics Course, Tokyo University of Education, in 1972 and completed the M.S. program there in 1974. He received the Ph. D degree in 1983 from Tsukuba University. In 1972, he joined NIRS as a researcher in the Physics Division.  He was engaged in development and application of proton irradiation systems, using a scanning method. In construction of the HIMAC facility, he was engaged in development of the irradiation system and in establishment of the clinical dose system. He is now the director of the Department of Medical Physics.
Outline of ResearchThe effective method of QA for particle radiotherapy is developed and is routinely practiced under the leadership of Office for the Quality Assurance of Radiation Therapy.
Contact point: kanai@nirs.go.jp

Tatsuaki Kanai, Director of Department of Medical Physics

Objective:In Japan, there are many particle therapy facilities installed in or near hospitals. Good results of clinical trials on particle therapy are expected. The clinical results depend on the physical characteristics of the particle beams and also on the quality assurance and quality control of the treatment procedure. The quality control of the irradiation system is especially important. In order to expect good clinical results and to promote particle therapy, a standard guideline which establishes quality assurance/control of the irradiation system is needed. Moreover, it is very important to train medical physicists who can work in the field of particle radiotherapy facilities.
 

Research Projects:1) Establishment of QA guideline for particle radiotherapyDiscussions between medical physicists at various particle therapy facilities about the QA/QC guideline for particle radiotherapy were summarized.  The QA guideline for the particle radiotherapy was tentatively published. This project was finished last year.
2) Development of an effective method of Quality Assurance for particle radiotherapy (A) Acceptance test and commissioning of the newly developed eye-treatment system was conducted.  Through this activity, the QA guideline was examined and discussed in detail. (B) A CT system for the treatment planning of carbon beam therapy was renewed. The first Multi-Detector CT device (MDCT) was installed in the NIRS. Through the QA from using this MDCT in carbon therapy, a new protocol for QA standards for the MDCT was established. ( C) Office for the Quality Assurance of Radiation Therapy was opened in June 2005 in the Center of Charged Particle Therapy. Research activities of the QA process were  sorted out and selected procedures are now routinely practiced under the leadership of the office.
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Objectives:We are to clarify, through a basic and experimental approach, the most appropriate fractionation schedule of heavy ion therapy.  Much effort is being spent to develop a method by which high-responder tumors that respond well to heavy ions can be distinguished from low-responder tumors.  We want to achieve the following 2 goals by the start of Fiscal Year 2006: first, obtaining data necessary to understand mechanisms underlying (a) the LET-RBE relationship, (b) tumor controls, and (c) normal tissue damages; and second, developing a method to detect radioresistant tumors with hypoxic clonogens.    Specific purposes for fiscal year 2005 included the following 5 items. (1) Comparison between carbon ions and X rays for gene expression profiles after 2 Gy-irradiation.  (2) Effects of carbon ions on normal tissues.  Significance of altered blood vessel density in functional damage of brain after carbon-ion radiation would be investigated.  Expression of bFGF in gut after X-ray radiation would be compared with that after carbon-ion radiation.  (3) Cellular damages caused by heavy ions.  Dependence on oxygen of repair of DNA damage caused by heavy-ion radiation would be compared with that caused by X-ray radiation.  (4) Biological comparison of therapeutic beams between domestic and overseas facilities.  Acquiring data of biological effectiveness for carbon-ion beams at GSI would be completed.  (5) Detection of radioresistant hypoxic cells in a tumor.   An effective combination of nucleoside derivatives and hypoxic markers would be investigated using transplantable tumors. 

Progress of Research:We studied the relation between initial DNA double-strand breaks (DNA-DSB) and the rejoining kinetics of the strand breaks, as well as the OER (oxygen enhancement ratio) after low- and high-LET (linear energy transfer) radiations. CHO cells were exposed to 200 kVp X-rays or 80 keV/μm carbon ions under oxic and hypoxic conditions. DNA-DSB in the cells were analyzed by static-field gel electrophoresis (SFGE). The kinetics of the rejoining could be described by a sum of fast and slow components. The initialy released DNA after X-ray irradiation was higher for cells irradiated under an oxic condition than that under a hypoxic condition. The OER of DNA-DSB after X-ray irradiation was 5.7. This value decreased rapidly to reach 3.4 with the fast component in 15 minutes. On the other hand, the OER of DNA-DSB after carbon ion irradiation was 2.2, and this value was not changed by rejoining incubation (Fig.17). The OER values for cell killing were 2.8 and 1.8 after X-ray and carbon ion irradiations, respectively. These values matched the OER for DNA-DSB with complete rejoining. We conclude that the rejoining of DNA-DSB is an important factor in the mechanism of the oxygen effect.In clinical use of carbon-ion beams, a deep-seated tumor is irradiated with a Spread-Out Bragg peak (SOBP) with a high-LET feature, whereas surface skin is irradiated with an entrance plateau, the LET of which is lower than that of the peak. The repair kinetics of murine skin damage caused by an entrance plateau of carbon ions was compared with that caused by photons using a scheme of daily fractionated doses followed by a top-up dose. Right hind legs of C3H female mice received local 

5.7. Biological Effectiveness of Charged Particle Radiotherapy
Outline of Research Career:Dr.Koichi Ando has spent 35 years in research on high-LET radiation biology at NIRS.  Between 1976 and 1979 he was at M.D. Anderson Cancer Center (Houston, TX) as a post doctoral fellow to study radiation effects on tumor metastasis, and in 1984 he was at Massachusetts General Hospital (Boston, MA) as a Visiting Lecturer.   He served as Editor-in-Chief, Journal of Radiation Research between 2000 and 2003.   Since 2001  he has been  Director at NIRS, and Visiting Professor of Chiba University (Chiba, Japan) .
Doctorates and License:1971: Doctor of Dental Surgery, National Board; 1976: Ph.D. Nihon University, School of Dentistry; 1985: Doctor of Medical Science, Tohoku University
Contact point: ando@nirs.go.jp

Koichi Ando, D.D.S., Ph.D., D.M.Sc.Director, Heavy-Ion Radiobiology Research Group
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irradiations with either 20 keV/μm carbon ions or γ rays. The skin reaction of the irradiated legs was scored every other day up to Day 35 using a scoring scale that consisted of 10 steps, ranging from 0.5 to 5.0. An isoeffect dose to produce a skin reaction score of 3.0 was used to obtain a total dose and a top-up dose for each fractionation. Dependence on a preceding dose and on the time interval of a top-up dose was examined using γ rays. For fractionated γ rays, the total dose linearly increased while the top-up dose linearly decreased with an increase in the number of fractions. The magnitude of damage repair depended on the size of dose per fraction, and was larger for 5.2 Gy than 12.5 Gy. The total dose of carbon ions with 5.2 Gy per fraction did not change till 2 fractions, but abruptly increased at the 3rd fraction (Fig.18). Factors such as rapid repopulation, induced repair and cell cycle synchronization are possible explanations for the abrupt increase. As an abrupt increase/decrease of normal tissue damage could be caused by changing the number of fractions in carbon-ion radiotherapy, we conclude that, unlike photon therapy, skin damage should be carefully studied when the number of fractions is changed in new clinical trials. 

Major Publications: 1) Hirayama,R., Furusawa,Y., Fukawa,T. and Ando,K.: Repair Kinetics of DNA-DSB Induced by X-rays or Carbon Ions under Oxic and Hypoxic Conditions.  J. Radiat. Res. 46:325-332,2005. 2) Ando, K., Koike, S., Uzawa, A., Takai, N., Fukawa, T., Furusawa, Y., Aoki, M. and Miyato, Y.: Biological gain of carbon-ion radiotherapy for the early response of tumor growth delay and against early response of skin reaction in mice. J. Radiat. Res. 46:51-57,2005. 3) Ando,K., Koike, S. and Hori, N.: Early growth of experimental lung metastasis in mouse. J. Radiat. Res. 46:289-292,2005. 4) Ando,K., Koike, S., Uzawa,A., Takai,N., Fukawa,T, Furusawa,Y., Aoki, M. and  Miyato, Y.: Tumor induction in mice locally irradiated with carbon ions: a retrospective analysis. J. Radiat. Res. 46:185-190,2005. 5) Li, Q., Furusawa, Y., Kanazawa, M., Kanai, T., Kitagawa, A., Aoki, M., Urakabe, E., Tomitani, T., Sato, S., Yoshimoto, M. and Wei, ZG: Enhanced efficiency in cell killing at the penetration depths around the Bragg peak of a radioactive 9C-ion beam. Int. J. of Radiation Oncology Biol. Phys. 63: 1237-1244, 2005 6) Ando,K., Koike,S., Uzawa,A., Takai,N., Fukawa,T., Furusawa, Y., Aoki, M. and Hirayama, R.: Repair of skin damage during fractionated irradiation with gamma rays and low-LET carbon ions. J. Radiat. Res. 47:167-174, 2006

Fig 17. Time dependence for OER of DNA-DSB induction by irradiation with X rays and carbon ions.   A significant difference (P<0.002) between X rays and carbon ions was detected at 15 min of irradiation.The solid and dotted lines represent the averaged values excluding data at t=0.
Fig 18. Total and top-up doses for the daily irradiations with 5.2 Gy followed by a top-up irradiation.   Total doses (A, C) and top-up doses (B, D) for γ rays (A, B) and 20 keV/μm carbon ions (C, D) were calculated from dose responses for daily irradiation of 1 through 5 times followed by graded top-up doses 1 day after the final 5.2 Gy.  The mean values with 95% confidence limits for total doses (●) and top-up doses (□) are plotted against the number of daily doses.   Dotted and chain lines are for theoretical values of 100 and 0 % repair, respectively, while the solid line is for experimental data.
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5.8. Information Processing for the Clinical Evaluation of Charged Particle Therapy

Outline of Research Career:Yutaka Ando graduated from the School of Medicine, Keio University in 1976. He received the M.D. from Keio University in 1984. From 1978 to April 2004, he belonged to the Department of Radiology, Keio University. He was Assistant Professor and the Vice-director of Clinical Radiology Department. Since May 2004, he has been head, Medical Information Processing Office, Research Center for Charged Particle Therapy. He has specialized in radiological information systems and radiation oncology. He has researched tele-radiology systems, PACS and the electronic storage of medical information. He is a member of the Japan Radiological Society (the Vice-chairperson of the Committee of Electronic Informatics Science), the Japanese Society for Therapeutic Radiology and Oncology (Councilor), the Japanese Society of Nuclear Medicine, and the Japan Association of Medical Informatics (Councilor), and the Japanese College of Radiology (member Board of Directors).
Contact point: ando_y@nirs.go.jp

Yutaka Ando, M.D.Head, Medical Information Processing Office

Objectives:By using image information, responses and toxic effects, we quantitatively evaluated charged particle therapy. To reach an advanced therapy, we prepared a database of clinical data, standardized the information and managed the database. In our hospital, we used all kinds of image data (for example; CR, CT, MRI, PET, SPECT etc.), integrated these image systems and extracted suitable parameters for evaluation of clinical therapy and toxic effects. In the future, we are planning to establish a tele-conference system between hospitals that have heavy particle therapy devices and we want to share therapy results among them.
 

Progress of Research:It is very important to enter data into a database system at the information source and also to eliminate data manipulation. We revised the function of automatic generation of documents (history of the disease, confirmation sheet of the protocol, sheet of informed consent) for the ethics committee. We could not make the documents before, but we could format a suitable document for the disease history. We improved the coordination among several database systems (Hospital Information System, Therapy Plan Database, Therapy Schedule Management System and PACS). These systems are connected to each other and data are transmitted to the destination systems. We could gather data directly from the information source. We are preparing the Electronic Medical Record (EMR) and developed a simple input method for the patient's findings, symptom, tumor response, and toxic reactions that should be estimated by the physician during the clinical interview. We developed the IHE (Integrating the Healthcare Enterprise) EUA (Enterprise User Authentication) and PSA (Patient Synchronized Application) functions on the existing systems. These functions made it easy to operate multiple systems.We improved the functions of retrieval and statistics. We can automatically generate summary documents for the evaluation committee and network committee. We will examine the value of the documents in the future. We also developed the retrieval function for basic patient information, 
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Fig 19. Hospital information system in NIRS June 2006

treatment method, tumor information, tumor responses and toxic effects. The results of retrieval can be transformed to a value-separated format. We implemented the web analysis system using the syntax file of the SPSS. This system provides the client with the SPSS analysis function.We studied how to get fusion images among temporal series image. We evaluated the size of a lung tumor in a series of PET and CT images of a patient with lung cancer. We read a paper at the academic meeting of the Japan Society of Medical Physics and Japanese Society of Nuclear Medicine concerning the results.

We evaluated the security of the tele-conference system and overcame its problems. There is room for further improvement (sharing pointer and conversation) in this system.We continued to promote standardization of the database, and the XML module for radiation therapy and to prepare to communicate clinical radiotherapy data with other hospitals and/or medical facilities.The NIRS hospital information system is shown in Fig.19.
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5.9. Medical Imaging Research and Associated Mission

Outline of Research Career:Dr. Shuji Tanada received a doctor of medical sciences from Kyoto University in 1988 for his study on the role of positron emission tomography in evaluation of cerebral perfusion and metabolism in various pathological conditions in the human brain. He has had 29 years of experience in clinical research and practice on radiology, nuclear neurology and molecular nuclear medicine at Kyoto University, Ehime University and NIRS. Between 1985 and 1987 he was at the Johns Hopkins Medical Institutions, USA as a research fellow where he studied neurotransmission function using positron emitting radiopharmaceuticals and dedicated counting instruments. He has participated in the IAEA/RCA projects on nuclear medicine since 1998.
Contact point: tanada@nirs.go.jp

Shuji Tanada, M.D.Director, Department of Medical Imaging
ObjectivesMedical imaging research and associated missions have been continuously conducted since the medical-use cyclotron was installed in the early 1970’s and the first PET scanner was developed by NIRS in 1979. The major purpose of the research and missions is to contribute to the promotion of cancer radiotherapy and biological functional imaging with respect to neuroscience, oncology and cardiovascular science.The purposes of the medical imaging research on PET/SPECT and NMR are development of molecular imaging technology for the visualization of biological functions and promotion of clinical applications.In the field of PET/SPECT, different types of synthesis units coupled to the multi-purpose automated synthetic module were developed and a wide variety of PET radiopharmaceuticals labeled with 11C, 13N, 15O and 18F were synthesized automatically with the synthesis units. As new PET radiopharmaceuticals, ligands of [11C]NMPA (dopamine D2), [18F] FEtSPA-RQ(NK1), [61Cu]Cu-ATSM (hypoxic cancer cells), [18F]FEP4A(acetylcholine esterase), [18F]FEP4MB (butylcholine esterase) [11C]DAA1097, [11C]EDAA1097, and [11C]MDAA1097, [11C]Ac5216 (peripheral benzodiazepine), [11C]MTEP　（mGluR5）, [11C]5Et-4HQ, [11C]5I-4HQ (NMDA/glycine binding site) have been developed. By use of these ligands, the pathophysiology of neuro-psychological diseases such as dementia, schizophrenia and mood disorder as well as tumor was investigated. The feasibility to detect non-invasively a remodeling of myocardium after an incident of myocardial ischemia was verified using In-111 labeled anti-tenascin-C 

monoclonal antibody. This could be important for evaluation of the prognosis of patients with coronary heart disease. As a new attempt, we have started to survey lead compounds for in-vivo imaging of oxidative stress. In clinical research, a new project has been launched to visualize amyloid deposition in the brain of patients with Alzheimer’s disease using 11C-PIB (Pittsburgh Compound).In the field of NMR, research and development have been conducted toward elucidation of pathophysiology in the brain, cancers and bone and soft tissue. 31P-MR spectroscopy has been conducted in skeletal muscles of patients with non-hypoxaemic chronic obstructive pulmonary disease.  In order to promote higher quality of measurements, we have developed a high-radiation-sensitive polymer gel for MRI 3D-dosimetry. In order to contribute to micro-imaging research, we have optimized the T2-weighted sequences for surface coil microimaging of the human eye.Regarding support for research conducted in the Medical Imaging Building and Cyclotron Facility, the production and quality assurance evaluations of short-lived PET radiopharmaceuticals have been continued for both clinical and animal experiment uses.
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Progress of Research:1) PET and SPECT related research
1.1)  11C-labeled compoundsThree novel PET ligands, [11C]DAA1097, [11C]EDAA1097, and [11C]MDAA1097 were synthesized by reaction of the precursor with [11C](CH3)2CHI, [11C]CH3CH2I, and [11C]CH3I. These ligands were evaluated using the peripheral benzodiazepine receptor in the brain. Of these ligands, [11C]MDAA1097 displayed a promising potential as an agonist for the receptor in the brain. 
1.2) Excitation function measurement for the production of 76Br and 124IExcitation functions were measured for the production of 76Br and 124I using natural Se and Te. Thin layer targets of Se and Te were prepared on thin Al foils by the vacuum evaporation method with Se and Te powder. Irradiation was performed on the stacked foils with 5 - 65 MeV protons from the NIRS AVF 930 cyclotron. Preparation methods of Se and Te alloys for the practical production of 76Br and 124I were also investigated.
1.3) Studies on development of new radiopharmaceuti-cals to measure biomolecular functions by using PET/SPECT (A) In development of 18F-radiopharmaceuticals targeting acetylcholinesterase (AChE) in the brain as a more convenient probe, a promising candidate probe, N-[18F]fluoroethylpiperidin-4-ylmethyl acetate, was evaluated in monkey, which demonstrated the feasibility for estimating enzyme activities in the cortex by kinetic analysis. (B) Concerning the development of PET radiopharmaceuticals to measure butyrylcholinesterase in the brain, new probes were selected which were hardly metabolized in lung on the basis of results of clinical studies of two known 11C-radiopharmaceuticals. (C) PET radioligands for NMDA receptors are being developed. The first human trial of [11C]AcL-703, a glycine site ligand, indicated insufficient BBB permeability for PET imaging. Several C-11 labeled analogs of L-703,717 have been designed and evaluated to develop a high-affinity PET ligand with high BBB permeability. It was found that introduction of a basic amino group into L-703,717 reduces the unfavorable protein bindings in blood and　therefore shows higher BBB permeability than [11C]L-703,717. (D) We have proposed that SPECT imaging by 

using radio-labeled anti-tenascin-C antibody is promising for molecular imaging of tissue remodeling based on studies using model rats for myocardial disorders. For enhancement of potency in the labeled- anti-tenascin-C antibody related to availability and safety in clinical applications studies for lowering molecular size of the antibody have been continued. One single strand Fv of anti-tenascin-C antibody (4F10), which was prepared previously, was confirmed for biding ability, and then was chemically modified to be labeled with radio-nuclides for SPECT. (E) We have studied development of a tracer rationale and lead compounds for in vivo imaging of oxidative stress and found one promising lead compound. The relationship between the chemical structure and the kinetic behavior in vivo was investigated to provide us with a valuable basis for the design of effective radiotracers.
1.4) Studies on kinetic analysis of PET data and on clinical application in assessment of bio-functions with PET radiopharmaceuticals (A) Related to establishment of quantitative image analysis in 11C-MP4A and 11C-MP4P /PET, the characteristics of the two methods were comprehensively elucidated for reliability (precision and certainty) in estimation of the local enzyme activity among different brain regions with a diverse enzyme activity. (B) The clinical research studies using 11C-MP4A/PET have been continued for assessment of the cholinergic alteration in the brain of demented patients and the therapeutic effect of AChE inhibitor on Alzheimer’s disease. We can estimate IC50 of donepezil, a therapeutic Alzheimer drug, as efficacy of the action by assessment of the drug concentration in blood. A method was developed for preclinical evaluation of the efficacy of AChE inhibitors as a therapeutic Alzheimer drug using 11C-MP4A/PET and monkey.
2. NMR related research2.1) 31P-MRS study in skeletal muscles of patients with non-hypoxaemic chronic obstructive pulmonary diseaseAn alteration of high energy phosphate metabolism in muscles may contribute to exercise intolerance. The objective of this study was to clarify the changes in high energy phosphate metabolites in muscles during exercise in patients with non-hypoxaemic chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), which influences the impairment of 
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muscle metabolism. Calf muscle energy metabolism was studied in eight stable non-hypoxaemic COPD patients and eight control subjects, using 31P-magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS). MRS spectra were acquired at rest, during exercise at two levels of intensity, and during recovery. The control subjects exercised under both normoxic and hypoxic conditions. The intensity of exercise was standardized by the maximal isometric voluntary contraction (MVC) of the calf muscle and the cross-sectional area (CSA) of calf muscle. MVC and CSA were lower in COPD patients. No significant differences in intracellular pH, inorganic phosphate/phosphocreatine ratio or percentage recovery in inorganic phosphate/phosphocreatine ratio was observed between the two groups in muscles at rest, during exercise or during recovery. Muscle metabolites, during exercise standardized by muscle CSA and MVC, did not differ between non-hypoxaemic COPD patients and control subjects. MVC, CSA or both, were assumed to be closely related to muscle metabolism, as no difference in high energy phosphate metabolites was observed for COPD patients compared to control subjects when the load was standardized for MVC and CSA. This suggests that high energy metabolites are consumed to a similar extent in the same muscle volume in non-hypoxaemic COPD patients and control subjects.
2.2) Study of functional network in the prefrontal cortex during episodic memory retrievalA recent consistent finding in neuroimaging studies of human memory is that the prefrontal cortex (PFC) is activated during episodic memory retrieval. To date, however, there has been no direct evidence to explain how activities in the right and left PFC and in the anterior and posterior PFC are functionally interconnected. The goal of the present study was to obtain such evidence by event-related functional magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and the functional connectivity method. Subjects were first asked to try to remember a series of associate-word lists outside the MRI scanner in preparation for a later recognition test. In the MRI scanning phase, they were asked to make recognition judgments in regard to old words, semantically related lure words, and unrelated new words. The analysis of functional connectivity revealed that the posterior PFC in each hemisphere had strong functional interconnections with the contralateral posterior PFC, whereas the anterior PFC in each hemisphere had only weak functional interconnections with the contralateral anterior PFC. No strong functional interconnections were found between the anterior and posterior PFC in either 

hemisphere. These findings support the hypothesis of an associative contribution of the bilateral posterior PFC to episodic memory retrieval and a dissociative contribution of the bilateral anterior PFC.
2.3) Development of high-radiation-sensitive polymer gel for MRI 3D-dosimetryWe developed a high radiation sensitive polymer gel by modifying the amounts of the gel components and the temperature for the gel preparation. We evaluated its relaxation time linearity against dose and compared the measured dose distribution with the calculated one. For the relaxation time-dose linearity, irradiations were carried out with a linear accelerator using 6MV photons and doses ranging from 0-5.0Gy. The relationship between dose and R2 value (reciprocal of T2 relaxation time) was measured and it had good linearity over a wide range (0.3-5Gy). The measured dose distributions were in good agreement with calculated ones. Since the present gel has higher sensitivity and it is synthesized more easily at lower cost than conventional polymer gels, we expect to see improved three-dimensional (3D) dosimetry using it.
2.4) Time course evaluation of reparative cartilage with MRI after autologous chondrocyte implantationThe aim of this study was to evaluate the qualitative change in reparative cartilage after autologous chondrocyte implantation (ACI). Ten knees of 10 patients were studied. The signal intensities of reparative and normal cartilage were evaluated by fat-suppressed three-dimensional spoiled-gradient recalled (FS 3D-SPGR) MR imaging. The signal intensity (SI) index (signal intensity of reparative cartilage divided by that of normal cartilage) was defined and the change in SI index was investigated. Histological and biochemical evaluation was done at the second look arthroscopy. The SI index was at its lowest level immediately after ACI and increased with time to 9 months thereafter. After 9-12 months, the SI index  was maintained at that value for at least 2-3 years postoperatively. The average of the SI indexes after 12 months to the last examination was 74.2 ± 4.6 (range 64.2-82.8), which means signal intensity of reparative cartilage was maintained at a value lower than that of normal cartilage. The total ICRS score was 11.6 ± 2.3 points (mean ± SD). The GAG concentration was 107.9 ± 17.0 μg/mg (mean ± SD) in normal cartilage and 65.9 ± 9.4 μg/mg in reparative cartilage. The quality of reparative cartilage as hyaline cartilage was inferior to that of normal cartilage. In the present study, the time 
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course change in the SI index indicates that the major maturation process of implanted chondrocytes neared completion in 9-12 months. Minor changes, such as matrix remodeling with reorganization of the collagen fibers in reparative cartilage, may continue, but an almost identical condition seemed to be maintained during the first 2-3 years of follow-up. SI index does not always reflect all properties of reparative cartilage but may be a useful parameter for noninvasive evaluation.
2.5) Optimizing T2-weighted sequences for surface coil microimaging of the eyeTo acquire high-resolution magnetic resonance (MR) images, we developed a new blinking artifact reduced pulse (BARP) sequence with a surface coil specialized for microscopic imaging (47 mm in diameter). To reduce eye movement, we ascertained that the subjects' eyes were kept open and fixated to the target in the 1.5-T MR gantry. To reduce motion artifacts from blinking, we inserted rest periods for blinking (1.5 s within every 5 s) during MR scanning (T2-weighted fast spin echo; repetition time, 5 s; echo time, 100 ms; echo train, 11; matrix, 256 x 128; field of view, 5 cm; 1-mm thickness x 30 slices). Three scans (100 s x 3) were performed for each normal subject, and they were added together after automatic adjustment for location to reduce quality loss caused by head motion. T2-weighted MR images were acquired with a high resolution and a high signal-to-noise ratio. Motion artifacts were reduced with BARP, as compared with those with random blinking. Intraocular structures such as the iris and ciliary muscles were clearly visualized. Because the whole eye can be covered with a 1-mm thickness by this method, three-dimensional maps can easily be generated from the obtained images. The application of BARP with a surface coil of the human eye might become a useful and widely adopted procedure for MR microimaging.
 

Major Publications: 1) M-R Zhang, J Maeda, T Ito, T Okauchi, M Ogawa, J Noguchi, T Suhara, C Halldin, K Suzuki: Synthesis and evaluation of N-(5-fluoro-2-phenoxyphenyl)-N-(2-[18F]fluoro methoxy-d2-5-　methoxybenzyl)acetamide:a deuterium-substituted radioligand for peripheral benzodiazepine receptor. Bioorganic & Medicinal Chemistry; 13: 1811-1818, 2005. 2) T Okamura, T Kikuchi, A Nagamine, K Fukushi, Y Arano, T Irie : An approach for measuring in vivo cerebral redox states using the oxidative conversion of dihydropyridine to pyridinium ion and the metabolic trapping principle. Free Radical Biology and Medicine; 38: 1197-1205, 2005. 3) T Shiraishi, T Kikuchi, K Fukushi, H Shinotoh, S Nagatsuka, N Tanaka, T Ota, K Sato, S Hirano, S Tanada, M Iyo, T Irie: Estimation of plasma IC50 of donepezil hydrochloride for brain acetylcholinesterase inhibition in monkey using N-[11C]methylpiperidin-4-yl acetate ([11C]MP4A) and PET. Neuropsychopharmacology; 30: 2154-2161, 2005. 4) T Hamaoka, H Ikehira, T Obata, S Tanada, Y Sasaki, et al : Metabolic activity in skeletal muscles of patients with non-hypoxaemic chronic obstructive pulmonary disease studied by P-magnetic resonance spectroscopy. Respirology; 10 (2): 164-170, 2005. 5) T Obata, K Uemura, H Nonaka, M Tamura, S Tanada, H Ikehira: Optimizing T2-weighted magnetic resonance sequences for surface coil microimaging of the eye with regard to lid, eyeball and head moving artifacts. Magnetic Resonance Imaging; 24: 97-101, 2006.
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5.10. Electron Density Measurements with Dual-Energy X-ray Computed Tomography

Outline of Research Career: Dr. Torikoshi received a Ph. D. from Tohoku University in 1983 for his study in nuclear spectroscopy of the pion-photo-production reaction in carbon. He has had 11 years experience at NIRS in research and development on the accelerator and irradiation systems of HIMAC and research on medical applications of synchrotron radiation.
Contact point:torikosi@nirs.go.jp

Masami Torikoshi, Ph.D.,Department of Accelerator Physics and Engineering.
Objective: Electron density distribution in a body is indispensable for treatment planning of radiotherapy for cancer. More precise treatment planning requires more accurate electron density. At present, a CT-number obtained in CT-scanning is converted to the electron density under the assumption that the CT-number is proportional to the electron density. It should be, however, noted that the beam-hardening effect and deviation from the proportionality inevitably give rise to an error of a few percent in the electron density. Instead, direct measurement of the electron density using monochromatic x-rays could remove the error from the electron density. 
Progress of Research: 1) Progress during five yearsWe proposed a CT-scanning method using dual-energy x-rays generated from synchrotron radiation, and started a feasibility study of the dual-energy X-ray CT (DXCT) in 2001. The first study was aimed at proving that the electron density could be precisely and quantitatively measured in DXCT. For this we developed a one-dimensional scanning system that had a much wider dynamic range than a conventional imaging device. In 2002, we proved that the electron densities of phantom materials were measured at about 1 % accuracy in experiments carried out at Spring-8 and KEK PF-AR. We also set about developing a two-dimensional CT system with a high frame rate scintillator array. During 2002 and 2003, many biological samples, rats and porcine organs, were used for experiments carried out at Spring-8. These experiments provided many 

images. There are three kinds of images: one as a linear attenuation coefficient, one as an electron density and one as an effective atomic number. In particular, the last image is one of features of DXCT, it is a by-product obtained when reconstructing the electron density image. We found that the image included interesting information on the object, which differed from that of the electron density image. This means that a thing seen in the electron density image is invisible in the effective atomic number image, and vice versa. There seemed to be a potential for this as a new method for not only medical diagnosis, but also other fields. From 2003 to 2004 a filtration technology was developed for the DXCT scanning to obtain more quantitative information. In 2005 we successfully formed a vertically magnified radiation field employing the asymmetry crystal method to scan a large sample. Eventually, we obtained a radiation field of about 50 mm × 250 mm. This technique required very careful tuning, so it took a while to obtain the field we expected. More technical developments are needed to use this method in practical applications. A study of multi-energy x-ray CT (MXCT) has been running in parallel with the DXCT study. MXCT is an extension of DXCT and it is essential to realize a practical system. From 2001 to 2003, we were developing a method we proposed in 2000 that used mixed energy beams instead of dual-energy x-ray beams. This concept has been extended to MXCT. In the study we used synchrotron radiation beams consisting on a few energy components. We started study of MXCT in 2004 with a 64-channel CdTe detector array which had an 
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ability for energy resolving. The experiments were carried out at KEK PF-AR. We obtained promising results in the MXCT but at the same time we found several technical problems to be solved.
2) Annual ProgressIn the study of DXCT we produced a magnified radiation field to take images of large samples. We employed an asymmetric Bragg geometry which was formed using a pair of silicon crystals, one had a symmetric reflection plane and the other had an asymmetric reflection plane. In this method a line like radiation field was vertically magnified by about six times for a 40 keV x-ray beam and about three times for 70 keV. Finally the radiation fields of 50 mm × 250 mm and 30 mm × 250 mm for 40 keV and 70 keV x-ray beams, respectively, were obtained. These fields helped us take images of the whole body of a sample in a short time. But it took time to tune the crystals and careful manipulation was required. The system of the DXCT was mentioned in the annual report of 2004. A few kinds of porcine tissues were used as samples: brains, kidneys and eyes. Fig.20 shows three dimensional CT images of porcine eyes; the upper drawing shows the electron density image and the lower drawing shows the atomic number image. The former clearly depicts the edge of the eyeball.Since synchrotron radiation needs a large light source, it is not suitable for installation in a hospital. If the information on photon energy is taken during CT scanning, the polychromatic x-rays can be regarded as a set of many monochromatic x-rays. We have proposed a photon counting method with the 64-channel CdTe array for the MXCT. In the method many monochromatic x-rays were separately detected in CT-scanning and CT images were reconstructed using counts collected in individual energy regions. Therefore, two scannings were not necessary. The experiments were carried out at KEK PF-AR. A few physical and biological samples were used to verify the validity of the method. Physical samples such as water, ethanol and a solution of chemical compounds indicated that the MXCT had a potential to provide not only quantitative information about the electron density but also more extensive information on chemical structure of an object. We showed experimentally that the photon counting method could be valid for MXCT and the energy resolution was one of the most important factors. We concluded that the method we proposed and developed was feasible for MXCT.  

Major Publications: 1) Torikoshi, M., Tsunoo, T., Endo, M., Noda, K., Kumada, M., Yamada, S., Soga, F. and Hyodo, K.: Design of synchrotron light source and its beamline dedicated to dual-energy x-ray computed tomography, J. Biomed. Opt. 6, 371-377, 2001. 2) Torikoshi, M., Tsunoo, T., Sasaki, M., Endo, M., Noda, Y., Ohno, Y., Kohno, T., Hyodo, K., Uesugi, K. and Yagi, N.: Electron density measurement with dual-energy x-ray CT using synchrotron radiation, Phys. Med. Biol. 48, 673-685, 2003. 3) Tsunoo, T., Torikoshi, M., Sasaki, M., Yagi, N. and Uesugi, K.: Distribution of Electron Density Using Dual-Energy X-Ray CT, IEEE Trans. on Nucl. Sci., 50, 1678-1682, 2003. 4) Ohno, Y., Torikoshi, M., Tsunoo, T., and Hyodo, K.: Dual-Energy X-ray CT with CdTe Array, Nucl. Instrum. Meth., A 584, 72-77, 2005. 5) Torikoshi, M., Tsunoo, T., Ohno, Y., Endo, M., Natsuhori, M., Kakizaki, M., Nobuhiko Ito, N., Uesugi, K., and Yagi, N. : Features of dual-energy x-ray computed tomography,  Nucl. Instrum. Meth., A 584, 99-105, 2005.

Fig 20. Three-dimensional images of porcine eyes. The top shows the electron density image and the bottom shows the effective atomic number image. The edge of the eyeball is clearly seen in the left image.
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5.11. Study of Dose Estimation and Protection of Patients and Medical Staff from Medical Radiation

Outline of Research Career:Dr. Nishizawa received a Ph.D in 1985 for her study on dose estimation of patients in X-ray examinations. She has 29 years of experience in research and development on dose estimation in medical exposure and occupational exposure while on the medical staff at Kyorin University and at NIRS. In 1996, she was at the Radiation Protection Institute of Sweden as a visiting scientist where she studied dose measurement in mammography and CT examinations.
Contact point:nisizawa@nirs.go.jp

Kanae Nishizawa, Ph.D.Head of medical exposure assessment section, Department of medical physics, Research Center for Charged particle Therapy
Objectives:It is a fundamental standpoint of ICRP that there is no dose limit for medical exposure because of the direct merit for patients irradiated. However, optimization is not always enough. There must be an optimized dose balancing image quality and exposed dose in diagnostic examinations. In addition, the technical progress in peripheral equipment and techniques can reduce the optimized dose. From this point of view, the purposes of our study were to estimate the doses of patients from medical exposure in investigating the optimized dose range, and to reduce the doses of medical staff. In FY2005, we estimated the doses of patients from multi-row CT (MDCT) examinations progressing multiplication of detector-rows and their applications in radiology. A nationwide survey on radiation therapy was also made. We have continued to study the exposure estimation method of patients and staff in Interventional Radiology. We received co-operation from many medical facilities for exposure measurements and surveys concerning the use of medical radiation.
Progress of Research:1) Dose estimation and protection against medical radiationThe organ doses of patients from various MDCT devices having no less than 4 detector-rows were measured using adult and child phantoms made of tissue equivalent materials. The development and spread of MDCT has been remarkable, and more 

than 2,600 machines were already in used by autumn of 2005. Presently, 45% of MDCT devices are 4 detector-rows CT machines. However, there is a tendency for use of 16 detector-rows CT to increase, and 64 rows and 256 detector-rows CT have begun to be sold. Various combinations of irradiation condition parameters are possible, so that exposures of patients could differ. We studied clinical needs, optimized image qualities and doses with the cooperation of staff at many medical facilities. For dose measurements, small dosemeters (glass and TLD) were used. Based on the measured data, effective doses of patients were estimated. It has been a long time since X-ray CT machines were used for chest mass screenings for the first time, and the cases using MDCT in the screenings have been increasing recently. A manual concerned with QA/QC of MDCT was prepared three academic associations related to medical radiation to establish an adequate examination method for mass screening in which many healthy persons would be examined. In the process of making the manual, we contributed to establishment of the dose estimations part. The fundamental experiments of CTDI for applying MDCT have been continued. To estimate doses of patients using CTDI, computer simulations have also been continued using PMMA and voxel phantoms, and quantitative data on various conditions were obtained.
2) Survey of medical exposureIn FY2005, a nationwide survey concerned with 
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radiation therapy was done. There are 800 medical facilities having a radiation therapy section, and all of them were targets of the survey. Sex, age, therapy target region, radiation quantity and so on of the patients receiving radiation therapy using irradiation instruments (sealed radioisotopes such as Ra needles) or equipment (X-ray, Cobalt and Linear accelerators) were investigated for one month and totaled for the year by mailing a questionnaire to the facilities. Among 800 facilities, about 60% replied.
3) ResultsThe doses of the patients in X-ray CT examinations depend on the machine used and conditions. In fact, the doses can vary by several times for the same kind of machines. In mass screening healthy persons are also examined, so lower doses and good image qualities are required. The same problem exists in MDCT examinations which are being introduced into mass screening. To 

confirm the differences of doses among the same kind of MDCT machines, we measured the does of three 4-rows CT as mostly distributed machines in mass screening. The difference in introduction year into screenings of these machines was 3 years. The conditions of the measurements are shown in Table 6. Condition 1 was used in general chest examinations, and 2 was used in mass screenings. The differences were current and pitch. Table 7 shows the doses of main organs for each condition. The doses for the mass screening condition were reduced to be about one fifth those for the general condition for each machine. But, organ doses for the general condition differed 30 － 35% between A and C machines, resulting in 3% difference of effective doses. The tendencies were similar for both conditions 1 and 2. It is difficult to interpret the difference among machines as not significant. It could be explained as improvement of machines, however, the improvement should be considered for machines which have already been introduced.
Table 6. Conditions of Chest Exam.

Table 7. Comparison of Organ Doses (mGy)

21Condition 120120kVVoltage 30200mACurrent 0.750.75sec/rotExposure time 27.520mm/rot  Feed 11.2514.2secTotal scan time 2016mm  Beam width 1.3751.25Pitch 5mm x 44mm x 4mm x rowsDetector  30cm30cmAll lungsExposure area

21Condition CBACBAMachineOrgan 0.740.921.025.747.147.79Red bone marrow 1.972.432.9216.921.223.7Lungs 1.742.153.0714.517.022.4Stomach  1.471.992.3312.115.022.5Breast  1.691.992.8513.716.922.5Liver 1.912.543.0016.319.023.3Esophagus 2.833.933.7622.230.230.9Thyroid   1.121.411.728.9911.213.3Effective Dose  (mSv ) 2.112.493.2815.019.123.8Mean skin dose




